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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to recount the creative process used when designing the 

costumes for Temple University’s Fall 2018 production of Side Show. The process is chronicled 

from the first assignment of the production, to reading the play, then through the process of 

gathering research, the initial design process and subsequent revisions, the final renderings, and 

into the process of building and implementing the author’s designs into a fully realized 

production. Subjects include the historical life of the Hilton Twins, the realities of side show 

performers, the changing fashions of the 1920s and 1930s, the process of creating unique, 

unconventional costumes, and the process of collaborating with costume shop staff. The author 

will reflect on the successes and difficulties of mounting a large, unique musical. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 As a rule, I do not consider myself a musical designer. When I am allowed to choose my 

projects for costume design class, I select plays. Historical plays. Historical plays with detailed, 

intricate costumes that tend towards the unattractive side of historical costuming. I also did not 

consider myself a modern show designer, but in spite of that, I have designed more modern 

realized productions than detailed historical shows. So, I suppose it is fitting that in my final year 

of graduate school, I was assigned two large musicals to design, one of which is the subject of 

this thesis paper. 

 Out of my six designed productions here at Temple, one was modern, one was in the 

latter half of the twentieth century (set in 1969), one was a detailed historical show (set in 1910), 

and three were musicals. And musicals have a special set of needs as far as costumes go. Side 

Show is a behemoth of a show, with dancing, large ensemble scenes, and many specialty 

costumes. Suffice to say, I was terrified. 

 I have designed children’s musicals before, and one of my previous shows at Temple 

(The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee) was indeed a musical, but all of those were 

smaller casts and smaller scales than Side Show. Spelling Bee took place in Randall Theater, a 

small, intimate venue made more immersive by Kate St. John’s scenic design. And with that 

show, I dipped my toe into the process of designing for a musical, for that heightened reality with 

louder colors and shapes and characters. I had support, of course – I co-designed costumes with 

undergraduate student Ryn Smith, and we could easily discuss and push each other to make the 

show pop. 

 With Side Show, I had no co-designer. I needed to come up with this world on my own.  
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CHAPTER 2 

DIVING INTO THE SHOW 

 When designing a musical, it is important to not only read the book of the show, but also 

listen to the score. The music informs character and plot just as much as the spoken words in the 

script, if not more. As Side Show has been produced on Broadway twice with significant changes 

to the book and score, it was vital that I listen to the correct version. Our director, Brandon 

McShaffrey, informed us that Temple Theaters had secured rights to the most recent version of 

Side Show, the version that had been revised in 2014.  

 That information in hand, I proceeded to dive into the script. When I am assigned a show, 

I read the script multiple times. The first time, I try to read purely for enjoyment, as I know that 

will be the last time I’ll be able to experience the show without thinking of all the costume needs 

and details until the show closes. As this was a musical, I listened to each song as I reached them 

in the script, to get the context of the musical numbers. 

 After that first read through, I took a day to mull over the show in my head before my 

second read through. In all my subsequent read throughs of the musical, I read with a specific 

goal in mind – to create a breakdown, to discover a character’s journey, to check transitions and 

costume changes. On my second read through of Side Show, I created two scene and character 

breakdowns – one was a more traditional scene breakdown, and one was a French Scene 

breakdown. With a traditional scene breakdown, there are rows for Act number, Scene number, 

page number, location, time of day, and any additional notes. For musicals, I add a row for 

musical numbers. Then, following those basic information rows, I have rows for which characters 

appear in that scene, and which costume number they would be wearing in that particular scene. 

A traditional scene breakdown gives a large overview of the movement of the show, and which 

characters are needed where. 
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 I also like to make French Scene breakdowns for my shows. A French Scene is created 

whenever a character enters the stage, or whenever a character leaves the stage. When you chart 

those out on stage, you end up with a detailed breakdown that delineates exactly who is on stage 

in any given moment, and how long certain characters have off stage between their scenes. It 

helps immensely in figuring out costume changes, and in figuring out how role doubling works 

for actors. My French Scene breakdown has the same basic information as the traditional 

breakdown in terms of act, scene, page number, location, and musical numbers.  

 Once I had those breakdowns created, I was able to lay out the different costume needs 

and costume groups for Side Show. Side Show is broken down into several different situations and 

groupings, and the ensemble costumes in particular reflect those different groupings. Most of 

those groupings are defined by the musical numbers during which they appear. 

 In addition, Side Show is ultimately about the journey of the Hilton Twins. Daisy and 

Violet Hilton (commonly referred to as The Twins) are the central characters of Side Show. The 

musical begins with them in Texas, then they depart their home for a shot at fame on the 

vaudeville circuit. Eventually, they return to Texas for a climatic publicity wedding, but they 

have changed so thoroughly from where they began the musical. Side Show is their journey, both 

in terms of physically moving from place to place, but also their emotional journey, as they 

explore their place in the world.   

 The first grouping is the Side Show Attractions Ensemble. This contained the side show 

performers, Sir, and the twins’ first costume. The next grouping was the Flashback Group: made 

up of Auntie, The Doctors, Harry Houdini, Sir, and The Judge. We next moved to the “Ready To 

Play” Group, where we had The Suitors, The Reporters, and the twins’ second costume.  

What followed was intermission, but then we moved onto the first vaudeville group: 

“Stuck With You” Group, which had a performance costume for the twins, Buddy, and Ray.  
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After that we moved to the New Years Eve Group, made up of The Party Guests, 

formalwear for Buddy, Terry, and Jake, and the twins’ fourth costume, a formal dress.  

We had another vaudeville number after that, the “One Plus One” Group, which was 

made up of Buddy, The Cupids, The Cherubs, and the twins’ fifth costume. Then we finally had 

the Texas Centennial Group, made up of Texans, the twins’ wedding outfits, and Tod Browning.  

 That left the show with seven basic groupings, and some additional characters who fill in 

around those large groups with various daywear and formalwear.  

 Within those seven groups, as I calculated the numbers and how many actors Mr. 

McShaffrey wanted in the ensemble, we had 116 different looks for a cast of 30. Fourteen of 

those looks belonged to Violet and Daisy.  
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPLORING THE HISTORY 

 Side Show is based on the true story of conjoined twins Daisy and Violet Hilton. The real 

life Hilton twins were born in 1908 in Brighton, England. Their mother, Kate Skinner, was 

unmarried and poor, and so the midwife who aided in the birth, Mary Hilton, effectively bought 

the twins to raise as her own. They were exhibited from an early age, usually in the back room of 

a pub. People paid to stare at them and they were often put on view without clothes. As the girls 

grew up, Hilton began to take them on tour around Europe and on one occasion to Australia.  

 In 1916, Hilton and her husband moved the girls to America, where they continued to 

perform and tour. Mary Hilton passed away in the early 1920s, and the custody of the twins 

passed to Mary’s daughter, Edith Meyers and her husband, Meyer Meyers. The twins were often 

mistreated and beaten if they didn’t do as they were told. In 1931, Daisy and Violet sued the 

Meyers for freedom from their contracts and were successfully released to live and work on their 

own.  

 In 1932, they appeared in the movie Freaks, directed by Tod Browning. The twins have a 

large subplot in the film, dealing with their characters’ romantic entanglements and how married 

life works for them. However, after the film faded from popularity, the twins faded too and 

struggled to find work. Their previous career was in vaudeville and vaudeville was dying. They 

moved to working in burlesque theaters to make ends meet. 

 In 1936, Violet married actor James Moore in a publicity stunt. Moore was gay, and their 

marriage was eventually annulled after ten years. Daisy married dancer Harold Estep, better 

known as Buddy Sawyer, in 1941. He was also gay and that marriage was annulled after 10 days. 

They starred in a second film, Chained For Life, in 1951, and began touring and making 

appearances at double billings of their films. 
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 In 1961 they were abandoned by their manager in Charlotte, North Carolina. With no 

money and support, they took jobs at a grocery store in town and managed to get an apartment. In 

January of 1969, they failed to report to work and their boss called the police. The Hilton Twins 

were found dead in their apartment – both had caught the Hong Kong Flu. Daisy passed away 

first, and Violet had died between two and four days later. They were buried in Charlotte, aged 60 

years old.  

 Side Show diverts from the true history of the Hilton twins in several significant ways – 

the musical combines Mary Hilton and her daughter Edith into the character of Auntie, and 

combines Mary’s husband and Meyer Meyers into Sir, also called Meyer Meyers. Events are 

reordered and altered – Violet got married after the film Freaks in real life, but in the musical the 

publicity from Violet’s wedding is what is needed to get the twins into the movie. The real life 

twins never worked in a traveling side show, and neither Sir nor Meyer Meyers ever ran one. 

James Moore and Buddy Sawyer are combined into the character of Buddy Foster, and Terry 

Conners seems to be an amalgamation of all the various exploitative and self-serving managers 

the twins had. The character of Jake does not seem to have a basis in a real life friend or coworker 

of the twins. 

 However, the musical is just that – a musical, a dramatized and condensed version of the 

Hilton Twins’ lives. Events are reordered to make more dramatic sense, events are given more 

colorful backdrops, and events are given more or less significance to help aid the story.  

 Based on how the events of the musical line up with the real life stories of Daisy and 

Violet Hilton, we quickly determined that in terms of period styles, the musical needed to exist in 

the time between 1929 (Sir has a line in the script referencing the Great Depression) and 1936 

(the year of the Texas Centennial Fair). However, fashion changes quite a bit between those two 

dates. 
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 In the 1920s, fashion for women moved from the traditional corseted styles and long 

skirts to styles that eliminated curves for women and raised the hemlines to near the knees. 

Women experienced greater freedom in their lives, and that was reflected in their clothing. 

Women gained the right to vote, more women worked outside the home, and those freedoms were 

reflected in their clothing. Clothing that was less form fitting, with styles that allowed for more 

freedom of movement.  

 However, once the Great Depression hit, women’s fashions moved back into a more 

feminine silhouette. Skirts were longer, hitting around mid-calf. Curves were once again 

embraced and softer patterns were preferred.  

 As this musical takes place over a range of years, but none of them specified, the 

production team made the decision to blend the styles of the 1920s and 1930s. The earlier scenes 

in the musical are more overtly 1920s – less shaped garments, dropped waists, and some 

stereotypical “flapper” elements. As we get further into the musical, and closer to the 1936 date 

of the Texas Centennial, the garments moved towards something more curve-flattering, more 

overtly feminine.  

 These changes are most apparent in the women’s clothing. Men’s fashion moves slower 

than women’s. Luckily for this show, menswear between 1929 and 1936 is all fairly similar – 

three piece suits that were no longer the narrow, slim fit of the 1920s. They all tended to be three 

button suits, with mid-width lapels and straight leg slacks. There was a wider range of 

“sportswear” options available for men, but the situations in the musical meant that I really only 

needed to worry about daywear suits and formalwear suits. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN EVOLUTION 

 Once the musical has been read and broken down, a designer moves into the realm of 

research. I had a huge amount of ground to cover in terms of discovering primary research – the 

show moved from the Side Show to Vaudeville acts to formal New Years Eve parties to a Texas 

state fair. The show moves locations and times rapidly, and we needed to represent all these 

changes in the main characters. 

 I started my research with books. There are a plethora of books written about the 

performers in “freak shows”, and, as that was where the more interesting costumes lay, I began 

my research with that area. I was able to find a range of research between more performance 

looks and more casual backstage looks, and I soon decided that I wanted to have that distinction 

in the Attractions ensemble.  

 I subsequently moved on to researching for the vaudeville costumes. The performance 

numbers in the revised version of Side Show are much more ambiguous in terms of situation and 

setting than the performance numbers in the original version of the musical. “Stuck With You” is 

cute, but doesn’t have a given situation. “Ready to Play” is similarly ambiguous, and “One Plus 

One” is only centered around a mock wedding, but otherwise can be interpreted in any number of 

ways as far as the chorus goes. With that freedom, I began my research wide and slowly 

narrowed in down to figure out what we as a production team wanted each number to say. We 

landed on three contexts for each of those numbers: “Ready to Play” was celebration of 1920’s 

excess and frivolity, “Stuck With You” was framed in a summery beach setting, akin to the elite 

vacationing at the Hamptons, and “One Plus One” was framed with a shell bed, and a mixing of 

black pearls and the sharp contrast between black and pink. Deciding on the context as a 

production team gave me parameters to work within and made narrowing the research much 

easier. 
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 I drew a significant portion of my design ideas from photographs of the real life Hilton 

twins. As the twins had been put on display and exploited from a very early age, a large number 

of photographs exist of them. Most are posed and framed as the souvenir photo cards sold at the 

end of a Side Show tent, but the twins are depicted in a variety of outfits and a variety of 

situations. Those photos also helped greatly in discovering how clothing lay on the real life Hilton 

twins and how their outfits accommodated their link. 

 Once I had narrowed my research to the shapes and styles of the clothing, I had to 

discover the color palette of the world. I knew early on that the colors and styles of the show 

needed to revolve around Daisy and Violet – the musical is their journey, and they are the central 

characters. If the audience was not looking at them, I had obviously done something wrong. Early 

on, I decided on a color palette for the twins – pinks and blues, with bolder blues coordinating 

more with Daisy’s moments, and bolder pinks coordinating with Violet’s moments. There was 

also yellow and gold added in, in particular for the “Ready to Play” costume – that song was set 

as taking place in front of the red stage curtain, so placing the twins in gold would allow them to 

pop and to unite them in that moment. With those decisions in place, and which moments I 

wanted one color to take precedence over the other, I was able to populate the world around them 

with colors that complemented and drew focus to the twins. 

 For some scenes, this was easier than others. The New Years Eve scene takes place at a 

fancy party in New York City, and I decided early on that I wanted the twins in a gorgeous blue, 

something reminiscent of the evening sky sprinkled with stars – this costume would also be worn 

in the song “A Private Conversation”, so I needed something that was focused on Daisy, even as 

Violet was the one being proposed to in the earlier scene. I knew that the men at the party would 

all be dressed in tuxedos or tailcoats – a sea of mostly black, but with accents and pops of white. 

That left the women as a question – what could I put an ensemble of seven women in that made 

them a clear grouping to make the twins stand out, but also didn’t make them into a mass of  
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blandness? I initially toyed with the idea of metallics, but after discussions with the director and 

scenic designer, we decided that may draw too much attention to them. So, eventually, I settled 

on black gowns with rhinestone accessories, which created a clear background group that wasn’t 

boring.  

 Other scenes were much harder – we had the Reporters after the song “Ready to Play”, 

working with the twins in their gold dresses, and the Suitors in gold and black. I wanted the 

Reporters to be a clear group, but not identical. I also had to consider what coats and hats we 

could pull and purchase. For that grouping, I went with my own design sensibilities – I love the 

combination of brown and blue, so I decided to make that the basis of the Reporters – blues, tans 

and browns. It created a clear group with some nice individualisms, but nothing overtly out of 

place.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CHARACTER ANALYSIS AND DESIGN CHOICES 

The Twins 

Although Daisy and Violet Hilton were a joined pair, they are characterized in the 

musical as very different girls, with different goals and desires. Their first song, “Like Everyone 

Else”, quickly outlines their personalities and desires. Daisy is bolder, flirtier, and wants nothing 

more than to be famous and loved by hundreds of thousands. Violet, to contrast, is shyer, more 

demure, and dreams of love and a family. A bright, bold Daisy to contrast with a shrinking 

Violet. 

Of course, because the Hilton twins are literally joined at the hip, their different desires 

and personalities were destined to be constantly in conflict.  

I also needed to deal with the logistical conflict of needing two actresses to appear to be 

literally joined at the hip throughout the majority of a two hour musical. I had several discussions 

with Mr. McShaffrey regarding the logistics of the “fleshy link” (as Sir so eloquently calls it 

during the musical), and how we were going to make it work for our production.  

I initially brought up whether we wanted the twins to literally share a costume – a dress 

that was two bodices and one skirt. Mr. McShaffrey quickly shot that down, for good reason – 

there were safety concerns, about two actresses sharing one costume (what if one tripped, or 

fainted, or otherwise had something happen to her that would affect the other?), as well as 

practical concerns. The actresses would not want to be unable to get dressed until right before 

going on stage, or stuck together for their entire time off stage.  

Mr. McShaffrey quickly brought up the desire for the connection to be primarily actor 

driven, which I agreed with. It would take a tremendous amount of discipline, but ultimately 

would add to the characters if it was up to the actresses to be conscious of their connection and 

proximity. 
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However, the costume shop was concerned with the appearance of the connected 

costumes. There was worry about the actresses accidentally coming apart and revealing that they 

were not actually conjoined twins. Several options were suggested by the costume shop staff. 

There was an idea of using snaps and snapping each of the skirts together from hip to hem. There 

was the idea of magnets either sewn into a pocket in the costume, or sewn into dance briefs. 

Of course, all of these suggestions came with the question: what would happen as the 

actresses moved? Would the magnets make the fabric ride up and bunch unattractively? Would 

the snaps prevent the actresses from changing their angle of standing?  

In discussions with Mr. McShaffrey, we worked out that the actresses would need to 

move and change their angle of standing. At times, they would be side by side, at others, there 

would be standing back to back, and every angle in between. The real life Hilton twins were able 

to change their angle – they had stretched out the connection during their lifetime.  

Because of all these caveats and concerns about how attachments would affect the 

costumes and the movement, we decided to put the idea of a physical connection on the back 

burner. We elected to build the twins’ costume as two separate garments, and we tentatively had 

the idea of sewing magnets into dance briefs, but not until we reached dress rehearsals. 

Up until the Designer Run (a rehearsal of the show before Tech Week where the 

designers can see how rehearsals have shaped the show and get information about blocking and 

transition changes), we still had this plan in the works, of magnetic dance briefs. I attended the 

Designer Run with my assistant, and we watched in amazement as the two actresses playing 

Daisy and Violet Hilton performed the entire rehearsal with their hips constantly touching, with 

no assistance of magnets or snaps. The actresses were constantly aware of each other, and their 

movements reflected being pulled or pushed by each other.  

The decision was made – there would no physical connection. The two actresses would 

control and maintain the illusion of being conjoined themselves. 
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Color Evolution 

When considering colors for the twins, I had many factors to consider. The purposes of 

each costume would be a factor in what color would be appropriate, the environment of costumes 

that each look would be in, and the hair color of the twins. Mr. McShaffrey established early on 

that he wanted wig style changes as well as color changes for the twins. We agreed that we would 

start with long, brunette wigs, very similar to the real life Hilton twins in their youth. Once the 

twins moved to performing on Vaudeville, we would switch to shorter wigs, but still retain the 

brunette color. After intermission, as the twins grew in fame, we would switch to shorter blonde 

wigs. I had to be careful of what wigs were matched with which dresses, to make sure they would 

coordinate well. 

I began with the twins’ first costume, when they are performing at the side show, under 

Sir’s control. Sir constantly infantilizes the twins during the play, treating them as children, even 

as they are approximately twenty years old. As he has complete control over the twins, I decided 

to design their first costume as to what he might put them in as a performance costume. I felt 

drawn towards a soft pink floral pattern, but wanted to add in blue details. Since pink and blue are 

Violet and Daisy’s colors, it would establish their color palette early on. In my mind, it worked to 

have the twins’ first costume be mostly pink – when they are at the side show, Violet is more in 

control, constantly reminding Daisy to be good and obey Sir. Violet is the more passive, 

agreeable twin, the one easier for Sir to control. Daisy’s color is subtle in this costume, as she 

does not yet have the control or agency she wants. 

When the twins left the side show and moved on to the world of vaudeville, I wanted to 

have a bold color departure. The costumes had to be flashy and eye catching, and work with the 

set of the scene in order to pop. Kate St. John, the set designer, had planned to have the song 

“Ready to Play” occur in front of the red stage curtain. I was instantly drawn to the idea of gold 

dresses – red and gold is a rich color combination, and gold always evokes wealth and status. I  
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was very particular about the shade of gold I wanted for the costumes, and it took me quite a bit 

of time to find the right shade. I didn’t want anything too green-toned, or any gold that was too 

faded and sad. I needed to find the right shade of bright, goldenrod gold.  

The twins’ next costume isn’t seen until the top of Act 2, when the twins are rehearsing 

and performing “Stuck With You”. As I needed a palette that meshed with the men’s looks, but 

also popped as the twins were the center of attention, it took me some time to decide on the 

palette. I eventually settled on a bright navy for the skirt, paired with a creamy-toned bodice. I 

was able to add in a touch of differentiation with the neckties and waist sash colors, giving Daisy 

a powder blue silk, and Violet a pale pink silk.  

As mentioned earlier, I decided very early on that I wanted to dress the twins in blue 

evening gowns for the New Years Eve party. I debated for a long time about the shade of blue – I 

was initially thinking a deep evening sky color, dotted with silver rhinestones, but with the rest of 

the ensemble in black and white, I was a bit worried they wouldn’t pop as they should. I 

eventually settled on a rich royal blue, brighter but still stately. As this costume would also be 

worn for “Private Conversation”, I needed the dress to be Daisy’s moment, in her color. 

We then moved on to “One Plus One”, which was Violet’s moment. And especially since 

the situation was a mock performance wedding, pink seemed a natural color to go with wedding. I 

selected a lighter pink than what the ensemble would be wearing, with some bolder floral 

sequined decorations. And, as this costume would be worn for “You Should Be Loved”, when 

Jake is confessing his love for Violet, it made sense for the colors to be entire Violet’s, just like 

the previous costume for Daisy. 

With the final costume, the wedding suits, white was the principal choice for the 

garments. I eventually selected a brocade shot with silver metallic thread – something that would 

unite the twins and say “wedding”, while still being eye catching and special. The fabric had 

enough depth to look interesting and work as a stage costume. 
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Style Evolution 

 When it came to the style of the twins’ costumes, I wanted their silhouette evolution to 

match the evolution of style from the end of the 1920s to the mid 1930s. In my opinion, it also 

would match their evolution in moving from children under the control of Sir, to young women 

with agency and a desire to control their own lives. 1920s styles are more shapeless, less overtly 

sexual, and the styles of the 1930s are more feminine and shapely.  

 With their first costume, as the creation of Sir in an attempt to infantilize the twins, it 

worked nicely to design a shapeless 1920s wrap dress. It was simple, but it didn’t highlight the 

actresses’ figures. For the second costume, for “Ready To Play”, I wanted a flapper style dress – 

the song celebrates the excess of 1920s society, so a flapper costume was appropriate. I did make 

the decision for this costume to make the bodice closer fitting, less historically accurate 1920s. It 

made the costume sexier, but since the costumes still had dropped waists and “carwash flap” 

skirts, they still evoked the 1920s style. 

 The costumes for “Stuck With You” were also similar styles, still using the 1920s 

dropped waist, but with a more form-fitting bodices. The style was inspired by tennis and sailing 

outfits from the 1920s. The transition to the New Years Eve sequence was the most stark shift, in 

terms of costume style. Rather than dressing the twins in 1920s evening gowns, I selected dresses 

inspired by draped, 1930s bias cut dresses. The dresses highlighted the figures of the actresses but 

flowed beautifully.  

 For “One Plus One”, the costume design was inspired by lingerie and showgirl type 

costumes. The inspiration images were more from the 1940s and 1950s, but I tweaked my design 

to be inspired by 1930s playsuits and a general sexy vibe. And for the final wedding suits, I was 

inspired by patterns from the 1930s, of women’s skirt suits. I also found an image of the Hilton  
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Twins, wearing beautiful blazers with large, interesting lapels. I really loved those style lines, and 

took direct inspiration from that photograph. 

 In addition to drawing inspiration from historical styles, I decided early on that I wanted 

to draw attention to the twins’ connection point in every garment. Some were more subtle – the 

waistlines of the “Ready to Play” dresses angled in to the hips, and were asymmetrical, the 

waistlines of “Stuck With You” angled in at a similar style. The blazers of the wedding suits 

mirrored in their overlapping, so the upper lapel slanted in towards the connection point. Other 

designs were more overt – for the first day dress, the wrapped dresses mirrored, with the trim 

along the bodice and along the skirt angling in to the connecting point at the waist, then out again. 

The evening gowns had swags of sparkly fabric that draped at an angle from the shoulder to the 

waist, drawing attention to the connection point. I wanted the twins’ costumes to mirror, and to 

always have that slight focus to where they were connected.  

 

Figure 1: Daisy and Violet Hilton Research and Color Palette Collage, shown in preliminary production 
meetings. 
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The Attractions 

 The Attractions Ensemble is the first group of characters that the audience is introduced 

to at the start of Side Show. They are meant to draw the audience into the world and astound and 

horrify them, all at the same time. Because of this, it was so important to me to design interesting 

costumes, that were both beautiful and horrific, stunning and run down, fantastic and very real. It 

was a series of contradictions that I needed to resolve in the design. 

 I began with the individual character research, then moved into trying to unify the various 

characters into one world. My attempt to unify them came from the world of color. My designs 

wound up involving blues, purples, and greens, with hints of reds and golds. I wound up with a 

very cool, jewel toned world, where the soft pink of the twins standing out as a unique value.  

 

Figure 2: Side Show Aesthetic Research, shown in preliminary production meetings. 
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The Bearded Lady 

One of the things that Mr. McShaffrey and I both liked in terms of The Bearded Lady’s 

design was a stark contrast between traditional femininity and the hyper-masculinity of a full 

beard. For that end, I focused my research on bearded women performing in side shows in the 

end of the 19th century. These women had the over-the-top femininity of the Victorian era, with 

hourglass curves and long, full skirts, and that was a silhouette I was very fond of.  

One particular performer I drew inspiration from was Annie Jones, who worked for P.T. 

Barnum from the age of one year old in 1865, more or less continuously until her death in 1902. 

She was famed for playing up her feminine nature to contrast with her beard. I particularly liked 

one promotional photograph of her, where she wears her long hair in a braid and is decked out in 

jewelry and a tight corset.  

   

Figure 3: The Bearded Lady, Research, Rough Costume Design, Final Rendering 
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I decided that since my design for The Bearded Lady was a performance costume for the 

character, I could accentuate the feminine nature beyond what would have been typical for the 

1920s and 1930s. I used the long braid from Annie Jones’ photograph, and decided to go with an 

underbust corset. This, paired with a peasant blouse and an overly full skirt, would give an 

emphasis to the feminine hourglass silhouette.  

The Three Legged Man 

The Three Legged Man presented a conundrum. We obviously had to outfit an actor with 

a false third leg, but it was very important to Mr. McShaffrey that none of the side show attraction 

performers would be “fakes”. As in, yes, the actors would require prosthetics and wigs and other 

costume and makeup pieces, but the characters themselves were genuinely afflicted with physical 

disabilities that they used to make a living for themselves. 

In my research into real life performers with multiple limbs, I found evidence of both 

men and women with birth defects, as well as ways to fake this condition. One method was to 

have a young woman sit in a specially-built chair, with a hidden compartment for a second 

performer to supply the extra legs (so they would move). False legs were also attached to the 

hips. 

The most famous performers with extra legs include Myrtle Corbin, a woman born with 

two pelvises and four legs, and Francesco Lentini, a man born with three legs due to an 

underdeveloped conjoined twin.  

Francesco Lentini provided the primary inspiration for the physicality of the Three 

Legged Man. Due to Lentini’s long career performing in side shows and circuses, there are a 

plethora of photographs of him sitting and standing in different positions. Additionally, there are 

several nude photographs of him, which provided information as to the way his third leg 

connected to his hip and pelvis. This was very valuable when the time came to actually create the 

third leg. 
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I then reached the question of how to costume this character. I was actively trying not to 

do the same type of costume that the Broadway production of Side Show used (an Oscar Wilde-

inspired dandy), so I initially went simple – knee breeches paired with a vest, button up shirt, and 

bowtie. After discussions with Mr. McShaffrey, we agreed that the costume was not visually 

interesting or eye catching – and, for a group of characters all about eye catching and interested, I 

needed to go in a new direction. Mr. McShaffrey suggested I look into different national 

costumes, as they would provide an interesting look, different from what we would see in the rest 

of the show. 

   

Figure 4: The Three Legged Man, Research, Rough Costume Design, and Final Rendering 

The actor playing The Three Legged Man would not be cast until classes resumed at the 

end of August, over three months after my final renderings would be due. Based on the male 

talent pool of Temple University, I felt I could reasonable expect a white actor would be cast, 

especially as there were many other roles where actors of color would fit better. Because of this, I 

finally settled on a German lederhosen design, with a bold vest and a Tyrolean hat. This would 

prove to make the build process for this costume a bit unnecessarily difficult, but I was very fond 

of the costume look – it had personality and could balance with the other characters on stage.  
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The Tattooed Girl 

The Tattooed Girl, in the script, is only described with the phrase, “She’s a walking 

marquee!” With that as the main descriptor, I began my research to fill in the blanks about this 

character. There have been many, many tattooed women performers throughout history. The idea 

of a woman decorating her body, then dressing in a way to show off that artwork, has always 

been taboo. And many historic side shows operated on the fascination with the taboo.  

I had many discussions with Mr. McShaffrey about how much we wanted to display and 

how much of the character’s body would be tattooed, and we always arrived at the conclusion 

that we wanted to display as much as possible (pasties were discussed several times) and that we 

wanted essentially the entire body covered in tattoos. We even discussed putting some tattoos 

extending on to the face of the actor. 

I had done some initial sketches of a woman with a more period crop top and high 

waisted shorts, but that design covered up the majority of the stomach. After discussing it with 

Mr. McShaffrey, we decided to go with a more modern bikini shape. This would expose the 

stomach and more of the skin, but still would be tasteful. 

         

Figure 5: The Tattooed Girl, Research, Rough Costume Design, and Final Rendering 
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The Geek 

From the start, The Geek was a difficult character to pin down. A Geek is simply a 

sideshow performer who bit the heads off chickens. They were usually normal people who 

performed abnormal behaviors – the side show “freaks” with disabilities and birth defects often 

didn’t need to do anything to perform, just looking at them was enough. 

Of course, when this character is up against three-legged men and armless women, we 

couldn’t just have an ordinary man up on stage to bite the head off of a chicken. Mr. McShaffrey 

and I had many conversations about what would make The Geek special, and we kept circling 

around the idea of a pinhead-type character. Microcephaly in a condition where the head is 

smaller than normal. It is often paired with unique facial features, and possibly intellectual 

disability or speech difficulty. Side Show did not have a character with microcephaly in it, so we 

tentatively agreed to base the design on this. 

   

Figure 6: The Geek, Rough Costume Design and Final Rendering 
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As I did not want to use a prosthetic to alter the shape of the actor’s head, I decided that a 

unique hair style, with the majority of the head shaved and the remaining hair slicked back into a 

stiff point. As this actor would not be cast until after the semester began in August, I also decided 

that I would be fine with simply slicking the actor’s existing hair back into a point, if the actor 

was not comfortable shaving the majority of his hair. 

For the rest of the costume, I leaned on the phrase, “Come see our elegant geek, refined 

but deadly.” I picked a very refined, classic silhouette – striped morning pants, a tuxedo shirt, vest 

and matching bow tie. I also gave the option that if Mr. McShaffrey liked the image, we could dot 

fake blood onto the shirt sleeves, to break the refined look. 

Once the actor was cast and rehearsals began, Mr. McShaffrey made the request to 

change a bit of the costume concept. Rather than the microcephaly-inspired hairstyle, he 

requested a humpback, with actor-driven movement to hunch forward and limp. After a brief 

discussion with Ms. Streed and a check of our stock, we agreed we could make that change – we 

had two humpback padded shirts in stock, and I had ordered up a size on the actor’s shirt and 

vest, so we could accommodate the hump.  

The Lizard Man 

Deciding what to do with the Lizard Man was a difficult process. As stated before, Mr. 

McShaffrey was very interested in all of the side show attractions being very real – ideally, born 

“freaks”, not made ones, if possible. For some characters, like the Tattooed Girl and the Fortune 

Teller, it was not possible for them not to be “made”, but for others, such as the Lizard Man, it 

was my job to figure out what it was that made him “freakish”.  

Many Lizard Men who performed in side shows were often heavily tattooed or otherwise 

chose their appearance. But there were also Lizard Men performers who had skin conditions that 

made them outsiders and a spectacle.  
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After conversations with Mr. McShaffrey, we decided to go in the direction of a skin 

condition for our Lizard Man. We had to walk a fine line between extreme enough that the 

character looked like he belonged in a side show, while not being so disgusting as to completely 

alienate the audience. I looked at research on various skin conditions, including some that 

resembled tree bark and other extremes. I also had to consider what degree of skin condition 

would be possible with our costume shop and makeup capabilities. 

I eventually settled on a full-body warts outbreak, with irritated, almost infected skin. I 

designed clusters of bumps and warts, spiraling and moving up the skin and around the limbs, 

then up the face. I wanted the warts and bumps to be very directional and look like they moved 

across the skin – not just bumps completely covering the surface of the skin. 

   

Figure 7: The Lizard Man, Research, Rough Costume Design, and Final Rendering 
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For the rest of the costume, I drew inspiration from the classic strongman – a costume 

that showed off as much skin as possible while still being fitting for the time period. After the 

casting and while trying to find resources for the costume, I found a collection of 1920s mens’ 

bathing suits in our costume stock, and amended the costume to fit those available to me. 

The Half-Man, Half-Woman 

As with the other characters, the Half-Man, Half-Woman began with research. I learned 

that in many side shows, this type of performer was typically a peep show act – at the end of the 

side show tent, in a separate room there would be more sexually oriented acts. And for most Half-

Man Half-Woman performers, their act was centered around a sexual nature. Often, the act would 

have a few different sections – initially, a more family-friendly act, then the children and women 

would be ushered out and a more erotic, sexually explicit act would be performed.  

The second act typically revolved around revealing the genitals. Most Half-Man Half-

Woman performers were biologically male, but often dressed as women. They often got breast 

implants, and many seem to have been early transgender women. Of course, that wasn’t a term in 

use at the time, but many referred to themselves as women and their friends and coworkers used 

feminine pronouns to refer to them. Few were truly hermaphrodites.  

The acts were usually fakes and gaffs, in order to fool the audience into thinking the 

performer had both male and female sexual organs. Often, the acts could only run for a couple of 

days, until the local law enforcement got wind of the sexual performance.  

Some of the advertising posters featured performers in costume with a center line, 

defining a male half and a female half, but more were scantily clad, very suggestive posters 

hinting at the sexual nature of the performance. 

So, with this research in mind, we had to decide what our Half-Man Half-Woman was 

going to be. Bearing in mind that Mr. McShaffrey and I had agreed that none of the side show 

attractions were fakes, we decided that our Half-Man Half-Woman would be a hermaphrodite, 
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and someone who identified with both genders. We also had to deal with the description line we 

have about the Half-Man Half-Women, spoken by Sir during “Come Look At The Freaks”. He 

sings, “I guess you’ll be satisfied either way, with half and half from Saipan!” 

Saipan is an island in the Pacific Ocean, part of the Northern Mariana Islands. However, 

looking at the context of the line, said by Sir who runs a traveling side show in Texas in the 1920s 

and 1930s, it’s safe to assume that the line is used more as a way of promoting the exoticism of 

this particular performer, and that Sir probably does not literally mean that the Half-Man Half-

Woman is literally from Saipan. It simply sounds exotic. 

However, I thought it would be smart to play up the exoticism in the costume design. In 

the universe of the musical, all of the performer’s costumes would have been influenced by Sir, to 

figure out how to best attract attention and earn money. In addition, in the United States in the 

early 20th century, there was still a large fascination with Asian culture – Orientalism was a 

subculture of fashion and Asian motifs and styles can be seen in fashion and furnishings. 

     

Figure 8: The Half-Man, Half-Woman, Research, Rough Costume Design, and Final Rendering 
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Because of this, I went with a Chinese cheongsam for the female half of the costume. It 

was not the most overtly sexy dress I could have chosen, but I was also trying to design 

something that would be creatable, and able to marry the male and female half neatly. I wanted a 

formal male half, and since that would mean a standing shirt collar, I thought that a high necked 

dress would sit better with a men’s shirt collar.  

For the male half, I decided to go with a vest over a tuxedo shirt and bow tie, with tuxedo 

pants. It would look dressed up and formal, and would provide a good contrast to the female half. 

I also dabbled with the idea of topping the look with half of a man’s hat, but upon discussions 

with Ms. Streed, we decided that it would be too much of a millinery challenge. I decided instead 

to do a split wig, with half the hair styled like a men’s hairstyle and half the hair styled like a 

woman’s hairstyle.  

The Fortune Teller 

When discussing the Fortune Teller character with Mr. McShaffrey, I initially brought up 

the importance of matching the costume design to the actor’s ethnicity. I brought up the example, 

if I designed a Fortune Teller based off of Eastern European Romani heritage, and a black actress 

was cast, the costume would be inappropriate and insensitive. Because of this, I began by 

designing a few varying roughs – one based on Romani styles, and one based more on New 

Orleans Voodoo.  

Luckily for the design, the Fortune Teller was part of the group cast in early May, before 

the students departed for summer break. The actress cast, Imani Moss, is a black actress, so I was 

able to go with my second design, drawing inspiration from Marie Laveau and other aspects of 

New Orleans Voodoo.  

I adapted my design slightly after Ms. Moss was cast. Ms. Moss is very tall and has a 

very deep skin tone, so I wanted to make sure to emphasize her height, as well as flatter her skin  
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tone. I added a turban headpiece to the design, and selected a golden color, with the intention to 

use a batik print cotton for the turban. The gold color would look lovely on her, and the turban’s 

height would just add to her height, to ensure she was the tallest figure on stage.  

I was designing the Fortune Teller with the knowledge that during the song, “Devil You 

Know”, she needs to serve as a contrast and balance with the character of Jake. However, Jake 

was one of the characters who would not be cast until the return from summer break, so I was 

operating under the assumption that Jake would be a large African American actor, and the 

Fortune Teller needed to compete with that.  

 

Figure 9: The Fortune Teller, Research, Rough Costume Designs (two options), and Final Rendering 

The Dog Boy 

When beginning my research for The Dog Boy character, I very quickly discovered Jo-Jo 

The Dog Faced Boy, a real life side show performer in the late 19th century. He was Russian and 

brought to America by P.T. Barnum in 1884. His real name was Fedor Adrianovich Jeftichew. He 

was afflicted with hypertrichosis, a condition characterized by abnormal hair growth. It can either  
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be localized (occurring only in certain areas of the body) or generalized (occurring over the entire 

body). Because I was designing this character for this musical, I decided that generalized 

hypertrichosis would be more visually dynamic. 

Aside from the character’s hair condition, I also had to decide on the clothing choices. 

Mr. McShaffrey and I discussed wanting to see that the hair extended over the entire body, and 

how we could make that happen. What we settled on was a having a performance look and a 

backstage look. The performance look would be more covered up, more formal and more flashy, 

whereas the backstage look would be more casual and relaxed. 

For the performance look, I took inspiration from historical posters of Jo-Jo. In many of 

his promotional images, he was depicted in a military or band style jacket. One of his early 

managers or side show owners gave him a cast off band jacket, and that became a signature 

costume piece for Jo-Jo. I really liked the image of a hair-covered man in a flashy military jacket, 

so I found a uniform coat I could pull from stock that became the color pallet and inspiration. The 

jacket was green with gold trim, which fit with the rest of the color and details of the Attractions 

Ensemble. 

       

Figure 10: The Dog Faced Boy, Research, Rough Costume Design, and Final Rendering 
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For the backstage look, I decided that I wanted to see hair-covered arms – it would be the 

easiest portion of the body to cover in hair and would look the most natural. After studying 

images of backstage side show performers, I decided to costume the actor in a tank-style 

undershirt, with suspenders and his performance slacks over top of however we were going to 

create the hairy arms and face. This would show that the hair extended beyond the face, and give 

a more relaxed, comfortable appearance.  

The Living Venus de Milo 

The design for The Living Venus de Milo began with a conundrum – how do we take an 

actress with arms, and make her appear as if she was born without arms? I had many discussions 

with Mr. McShaffrey about both the practicalities of hiding the arms, as well as the movement 

and balance issues that arose from having an actress who would be unable to use her arms. The 

script says that Venus lights and smokes a cigarette with her toes during the opening song, and 

Mr. McShaffrey wanted additional tricks and movement, as the actress was able. 

I began with a basic design, based off of Frances O’Connor (a side show performer from 

the mid-1920s through the mid-1940s) and her publicity photos. My first design was a ruffled 

playsuit, with shorts to emphasize the legs, but tiers of ruffles on the bodice to disguise the arms 

folded in along the small of the back.  

However, Mr. McShaffrey soon realized that having the arms in the small of the back 

would restrict movement, and create a balance issue. In addition, he was concerned that having 

the arms trapped by the costume would create a safety issue. As I do not have much experience in 

movement, especially unusual movement, I was very grateful to Mr. McShaffrey for bringing up 

these discoveries and concerns. 

My next design was a very different look from the previous design. I had found a 

performance leotard in Temple’s costume stock and decided to use it as the base piece for the  
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design. The color palette fit with the rest of the Attractions ensemble and it looked old and worn, 

so it fit in the world of the side show. The leotard also had fringe trim along the top and as little 

arm drapes, so that would help disguise how we hid the arms. 

 

Figure 11: The Living Venus de Milo, Research, Rough Costume Designs (two versions), and Final 
Rendering 
 

I decided to borrow an idea from the Broadway production of Side Show and utilize a 

cape. A golden cape would mesh well with the leotard from stock, and it would provide multiple 

ways to hide the arms. I had several ideas, but both involved a matte velvet lining to the cape. 

After discussions with Ms. Streed and Mr. Ross, we decided that we could either give the actress 

matte gloves that matched the lining of the cape, or we could create slits in the cape lining that 

her arms could slide into, and then be hidden between the lining and outer fabric of the cape.  

An additional design decision was made after Cassidy Sanders was cast as The Living 

Venus de Milo. When she auditioned, Ms. Sanders had a shaved head, which was very striking 

and made her look more like a living statue. After a brief consultation with Mr. McShaffrey, we 

decided that we loved the shaved head and wanted her to keep it for the show. That was added 

into the design, and added to the striking look of the character. 
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The Snake Lady 

In the script of Side Show, there are two characters – “the world’s tiniest Cossacks”, 

meant to be a man and woman with dwarfism. However, our theatre department did not have any 

performers with dwarfism, and it was an unspoken agreement between Mr. McShaffrey and the 

rest of the production team that we were not going to attempt to make a regular-height actor 

appear to have dwarfism. 

Luckily for our production, we were able to shift the lines and music around a bit and Mr. 

McShaffrey came up with the idea to use an attraction from the original 1997 production, or an 

original attraction. We bounced around several ideas – a strong woman, a “Leopard Girl” (really 

a person with vitiligo), Dolly Dimples (a fat woman), and a snake charmer. Eventually, we 

decided that we would see who came out for auditions, and which special tricks they might have 

in their bags. 

During auditions, one of the auditionees arrived with her pet snake Boris in tow, and said 

she was willing to perform with him, if Mr. McShaffrey was interested in that. And Mr. 

McShaffrey certainly was.  

So, the decision was made that the additional attraction would be a Snake Lady. Mr. 

McShaffrey and I had a discussion about what this character would look like, as I had 

approximately one week between when the women of the show was cast and when my final 

renderings were due. The actress, Federica Andino-Vega, was of Latin American descent, so I 

suggested using inspiration from the ancient cultures of Latin and South America. Several of 

them worshipped snakes, so it would work for the character. Mr. McShaffrey agreed and I began 

the design. 

I decided to mix traditional men’s and women’s clothing styles to create our Snake Lady 

design, as many of the women’s clothing was either very modest, or wrapped garments that 

would make movement difficult. I settled on a decorated loincloth, with a ruched fabric skirt  
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underneath. The garment still showed off a lot of leg (as would be desirable in a side show 

costume), and would be bright and eye catching. For the bodice, I began with a draped fabric 

design over a tight tank top, but as we reached the building process Ms. Andino-Vega informed 

us that Boris would sometimes get caught on loose fabric as he twined around her torso.  

 

Figure 12: Additional Female Attraction, Various Iterations. Dolly Dimples, Leopard Skinned Girl, Strong 
Woman, and Snake Lady 
 
 

We decided on a small redesign, that wound up working better for the costume. We 

created a close-fitting crop top, with slight architectural sleeves. We also wound up switching up 

the colors of the loincloth, to work better with the new bodice design.  

I initially designed a headband crown piece for this character, but time limitations meant 

it was never built. I instead worked with the makeup designer to give Ms. Andino-Vega a snake-

inspired makeup design from her eyes up to her hairline. That, along with jewelry, helped her 

pop. 
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The Human Pincushion 

When designing The Human Pincushion, I found a lot of inspiration from modern day 

human pincushions. There are many modern side show performers who are heavily pierced and 

punctured, and perform with sticking needles into their skin. I needed to make him period, of 

course, but modern references provided the most visually clear ideas.  

Early on, I watched a video about how side show performers would fake the needle-

through-the-arm trick. They used spirit gum and created a channel in their loose arm skin that the 

needle could fit through. This required pin-point accuracy, something we weren’t sure if the 

performer would get in the middle of a show, particularly with only three dress rehearsals.  

I collaborated with my makeup designer, Jordyn Gaber, in order to create a functional 

needle trick. It involved plastic piping and a sheet of liquid latex, painted to match the actor’s 

skin.  

In addition to the needle trick, I needed other piercings to add to the costume, as well as 

stand out on the actor from the audience of Tomlinson Theater. I had multiple versions of the 

Pincushion, but eventually, I drew inspiration from corset piercing. 

   

Figure 13: The Human Pin Cushion, Side Show Research, Corset Piercing Research, Final Rendering 
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In corset piercing, a person gets metal rings embedded into their skin, either along their 

back, along their chest, or along their neck. Ribbon or string is laced through the rings and usually 

pulled tight, to imitate a corset. I was fascinated and horrified by this body modification, but it 

was a larger scale and would be visually unsettling to the audience.  

I also designed piercings with safety pins going through them, as safety pins were large 

and would be seen from the audience. I also purchased multiple small piercings, for the actor to 

place in his ears and nose.  

For the rest of his costume, I tried to go simple, but still visually interesting. The 

Pincushion was one of the characters that would not be cast until we returned from summer 

break, and due to this I had no way of knowing the appearance of the actor. Because of this, I 

designed a costume with a pair of draped pants, similar to salwar pants. The focus of the 

Pincushion costume was meant to be the piercings, so the pants played a secondary role. I also 

gave him a pair of arm gauntlets, meant to disguise the latex piece for the needle trick. For his 

backstage look, I gave him a simple tan button up, worn open over most of his piercings.  

The Cannibal King 

In the opening number of the musical, there is a segment about The Cannibal King, who 

escapes and attacks a roustabout. In the reality of the musical, The Cannibal King is the 

performance act of Jake, who is the kind protector of the Hilton Twins. The performance of the 

Cannibal King is such a stark departure from the personality and character of Jake that I had a 

difficult time reconciling the two personas.  

I found many historic side show advertising posters and postcards, advertising cannibals 

or savages from Africa. In my research on side shows, I learned that many of these “savages” 

were in fact American performers who adopted a marketable stage persona. This was similar to 

Jake, who got picked up by Sir to work at the side show and look after the twins.  
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I drew inspiration from these historical advertisements. I designed a costume that 

featured a raffia skirt, then had draped and wrapped fabric about the torso. Not a truly African 

inspired garment, because it was created by Sir (who was British) and Jake (who was American), 

in order to appeal to the American audiences and scare them. I designed a bone necklace and a 

headpiece, featuring fangs and feathers.  

 

Figure 14: The Cannibal King, Research, Rough Costume Design, and Final Rendering 

Due to time constraints in the shop, the headpiece was eventually cut, but the bone 

necklace was kept. As I rationalized it, this was a costume that appeared once in the opening 

number, then was not seen again for the rest of the show. It was important for both Mr. 

McShaffrey and myself that Jake was able to step out of this performance persona and quickly get 

humanized and become sympathetic.  

The Roustabouts 

In addition to the Attractions Ensemble, the side show had a group of Roustabouts who 

attracted audiences to the side show and helped set up and take down everything. We had five 

performer Roustabouts, and four stage crew Roustabouts. 
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The performer Roustabouts had to play multiple roles and had many quick changes 

during the show, so they were not as available to dismantle and move scenery. In addition, there 

were safety concerns for performers moving scenery, so I pulled costumes for our stage crew so 

they could be seen by the audience without breaking the immersion in the world. 

I tried to stick to dull, neutral colors for the Roustabouts, colors that reminded me of the 

Depression – browns, denims, greys, tans, maybe a dull green. As I pulled their costumes, I tried 

to pull costume pieces that were already distressed, to add to the working man look. The 

Roustabouts wore variations on overalls or trousers with suspenders, paired with worn button up 

shirts, with or without collars. I gave some soft hats, and I decided to give all the performer 

Roustabouts red or blue bandanas, to connect them as a group and let them have the colors of the 

side show attractions.  

 

Figure 15: The Roustabouts, Research and Final Rendering 

The Leading Men 

 There are three leading men in Side Show – Terry Connors, the new manager of the twins 

who helps them leave the side show and get their start in vaudeville, Buddy Foster, a dancer who  
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choreographs for the twins and performs with them in their vaudeville shows, and Jake, a black 

man who was employed as the twins’ protector during their time with the side show and decides 

to join them when they move on to the more mainstream performing world. The three men all 

appear in daywear and formalwear, and Buddy has performance costumes as well. It was 

important to me that each of the men have their own color palette and suit style, as well as some 

subtle hints of color that revolve around their love interest in the twins. 

 

Figure 16: Leading Men Research Collage, presented during preliminary production meetings 

Terry Connors 

The character of Terry Connors is introduced as a smooth talking, ambitious talent agent, 

who finds the Hilton twins at the traveling side show in Texas. He is generally cool, collected, 

and unemotional – at least when we first meet him. Because of his less emotional personality, I 

decided to put him in a cool grey suit. I gave him a blue tie, which coordinated with Daisy’s 

primary color, as she is his love interest in the musical. 
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We also see Terry in formalwear during the course of the show. I wanted to contrast him 

with Buddy and give him a more subdued formal look. I decided on a black tuxedo, something 

classic and clean-cut. It was also easy for him to shed his tuxedo jacket and undo his bowtie for 

the song “Private Conversation”, when he is stripped down and emotionally bare.  

Buddy Foster 

Buddy Foster is introduced as a choreographer and performer, who Terry recruits to help 

teach the Hilton twins how to perform, and to later serve as a dance partner. He is initially a bit 

standoffish, but soon warms to the twins and their family in the other side show performers. He is 

supportive and warm, and cares deeply for the twins. He eventually proposes to Violet, and their 

big, publicized wedding forms the climax of the musical. 

However, one of the reasons Buddy warms so quickly to the twins is because he is also 

different and hiding something. Throughout the musical script, it is heavily implied that Buddy is 

gay, but very closeted. Several of the reporters make comments, about how of course Buddy 

doesn’t like the twins because they’re girls. There is also subtext in the actions, between Buddy 

and Ray, who is Daisy’s dance partner. Mr. McShaffrey made sure there were multiple moments 

of closeness between Buddy and Ray, broken up by others and worry about society’s norms.  

So, for Buddy, I wanted to represent that warmth he feels towards the twins, make him 

appear stylish and attractive, and also try to imply he was hiding this huge aspect of his identity. 

For the first two, I selected a warm brown suit, but with a contrasting vest. I had found research 

of a unique double breasted vest, with sharp angled overlaps, but I had difficulty finding anything 

similar to rent and we didn’t prioritize the men’s costumes to build. So I selected a double 

breasted vest from our stock, that matched the color I was envisioning. In addition, double 

breasted garments in general give off a closed off impression, so this added to Buddy’s aspect of 

hiding.  
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Buddy also had several performance costumes. Because he had to perform as a Suitor, 

attend the New Years Eve party, and headline the song “One Plus One”, I followed the model I 

had decided for the men’s ensemble and made them all variations on a tailcoat tuxedo, with vest 

changes between each scene. Because Buddy was the center of “One Plus One”, I gave him a 

different color vest and a fancier top hat. 

Buddy also performed in “Stuck With You” along with Ray. For that particular number, 

because we see the number in rehearsals, then in a performance, I needed a costume that could 

easily transform between both as well as match the twins’ costumes. So, I wound up with a more 

casual look with khakis and a sweater over a button down, then adding a blazer and bowtie for the 

performance section. I gave him and Ray coordinating colors that did match the twins’ costumes, 

but also matched each other very well. 

Jake 

As mentioned before, Jake appears in the first number as the Cannibal King, but after 

that, is not seen as that particular performer again. For myself and Mr. McShaffrey, it was 

important that Jake, as the only black leading character, not be seen as a savage. After the 

number, “Come Look At The Freaks”, Jake very quickly changes into his normal clothing, and 

then is not seen as anything less than human for the rest of the show. It was important to us that 

the character be sympathetic and warm. 

Because Jake is a black character, I wanted to dress him in a lighter toned suit. Both to set 

him apart from Buddy and Jake, but also to give him that lightness and goodness that lighter-

toned costumes imply. I selected a tan suit, paired with a light blue button up shirt. I did give him 

a black vest, but that was mostly to contrast with the suit. I didn’t want to overwhelm with a tan 

three piece suit. I also decided to give him a burgundy tie. The red tones tie him in with Violet, 

who he is in love with. But the darker burgundy tone would set him apart from Violet and Buddy,  
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who seem to be a matched pair. During the show, we seem him in varying levels of this costume, 

from a casual look in just the shirt and slacks, to fully dressed for the court scene. As with the 

other men, I tried to give him looks that could change to show his varying emotional state.  

The Flashback 

The Flashback Sequence is a moment early in the musical, where Daisy and Violet tell 

their history and upbringing to Buddy and Terry. They describe being born to a mother who 

didn’t want them and sold them to a midwife, who put them on display in the back room of a pub. 

Eventually, the midwife (Auntie) married a scheming man (Sir), who brought the twins to 

America and was given permanent guardianship over them. 

For the Flashback Sequence, I made a decision very early on to costume all the actors in 

black and white. This would be a stark contrast between the present day scenes, and also ensure 

the twins were isolated in their pink day dresses, a tiny spot of color amidst the sea of black and 

white. I also initially toyed with the idea of masks for all of the Flashback characters, but decided 

to limit the masks to the doctors. Time constraints in the costume shop, as well as wanting to have 

the facial expressions of the actors playing the non-Doctor characters, influenced that decision. 

Auntie 

During the Flashback sequence, the twins conjure up a vision of Auntie, the midwife who 

adopted them when their mother refused to raise them and was the one to begin exhibiting them 

in front of paying crowds. Auntie is a menacing, strict figure in the twins’ imagination. Even 

decades later, after Auntie had passed away, she still frightened and intimidated the twins.  

Because of the historic nature of the flashback, I decided to costume Auntie in an 

Edwardian style. I gave her a long black skirt, a white high-necked blouse, and a grey apron. This 

would clearly be different from the other characters in the present, and also serve to make her 

uptight and closed off from the twins. I debated giving her a mask, similar to the doctors, but 

decided against it. I did decide to wig Auntie, as her actress would be playing an ensemble  
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member in other scenes. I initially planned to have an over the top, exaggerated Gibson Girl 

updo, something not entirely prim and polished and something that would add to the exaggerated 

nature of the Flashback sequence. However, during second dress, when the wig I styled appeared 

on stage, Mr. McShaffrey decided it didn’t look very attractive and pulled a pre-styled wig from 

his own stock for the actress. It did still fit in the style of the sequence, so it worked for the 

character.  

The Doctors 

In the Flashback Sequence, the twins are taken by Auntie to see a group of doctors in 

England, who propose cutting the twins apart. The twins are horrified by the idea, and as Auntie 

would only agree to it if she received compensation, it does not occur. However, this moment in 

the sequence is ominous and creepy, and so I wanted to convey that feeling in the costumes.  

I knew we had two “Mad Scientist” coats in our costume stock, and I thought that style, 

especially in early 20th century London, would give the most ominous feel. In addition, since the 

Doctors would be playing other characters at varying points in the show, the length of the lab 

coats meant they could be worn over their other costumes.  

I decided to pair the coats with large, heavy black boots and oversized leather gloves, to 

add to the disturbing factor, that something wasn’t quite right.  

I designed a mask for the four doctors, one that combined the white toque of early 

surgeons with goggles, as if for scientists. The idea was that this would dehumanize them and 

make them uniform and menacing. I initially wanted the lenses of the goggles to have reflective 

silver lenses, but we had a difficult time creating any that wouldn’t impair the vision of the actors. 

So we eventually settled with lenses made from black buckram, that would appear solid black but 

allow the actors to see. 
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Harry Houdini 

The character of Harry Houdini was one where, from the start, we wanted something 

special. Mr. McShaffrey wanted something special in his appearance and disappearance. We did 

dismiss the scripted idea where Houdini appeared hanging from his feet, then reappeared fully 

dressed and free. We wanted something a little more immediate. We did eventually settle on the 

coffin trick, where Houdini appears in his undergarments, bound at the wrists, then goes into the 

coffin to “escape”. When the coffin is reopened, he is no longer there, but instead appears at the 

side of the stage, fully dressed in a tuxedo.  

I was initially a little worried, especially in regards to how quickly Houdini was supposed 

to reappear dressed. I knew the costume shop could quick rig a suit to make it as easy as possible, 

but we still had to contend with a crew of undergraduate students, many of whom had never 

dressed a show before. I did express my concerns to Mr. McShaffrey, who impressed upon me 

the importance of not being negative. 

So, I designed Houdini to begin in period boxers and an undershirt, then reappear in a 

quick rigged tuxedo. I worked with the shop to ensure the tuxedo fit well and would be rigged in 

as efficient a way as possible. We even planned it so the actor was wearing jazz shoes, which 

could fit through the pant legs and not impair the costume change.  

Sir and The Judge 

During the Flashback, we also see Sir (who had previously been seen in present day), as 

well as a Judge who would need to appear later, back in present day. In order to differentiate 

these past versions of characters from how they would appear in present day, I decided to make 

subtle changes. 

For Sir, who is seen in a bold striped blazer and colorful boater hat, I decided to costume 

him in a black pinstripe blazer, and a boater hat with a black band. This would give him a stark  
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contrast with his present-day look, while still maintaining the same sihloette and fitting in with 

the world of the Flashback. 

For the Judge, who is not the same character but played by the same actor, we decided to 

keep the robe the same, but add a white wig for the Flashback judge. Especially because the 

Judge in the Flashback would only be seen in stark, dramatic lighting, this meant that the wig 

would help hide his features. When the judge was in the present-day, the actor used his natural 

hair and a black necktie. They were subtle differences, but the worked in the world we created. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE CONSTRAINTS 

Casting 

One of the initial constraints we ran into with Side Show was the timing of casting. In 

recent years, the costume shop has been pushing for the fall musical to be cast before the students 

depart for summer break. This ensures rentals can get in order, shopping lists can be created, and, 

since the costume shop staff return at the beginning of August, means that built costumes can be 

begun in August. However, there is always an understandable desire on the part of the acting side 

to put off casting until the students return at the end of August, to give the incoming freshmen 

actors a chance to audition for shows. 

For Side Show, a compromise had to be made. Because of the custom nature of my 

designs for Daisy and Violet Hilton, those roles in particular needed to be cast before the students 

departed. And, as rationale followed, you couldn’t only cast for those two women and discourage 

the rest of the auditionees by not casting the rest of the women’s ensemble until the return from 

summer break, potentially forcing them to audition twice. 

However, as with most theatre programs, our musical theatre males seemed to have come 

in waves, and many of the men were graduating. Mr. McShaffrey knew that there was a good 

group of male musical theatre freshmen coming in, and so he wanted to hold off casting until they 

arrived. 

So, we arrived at a compromise. The women in Side Show would be cast in the spring, 

just prior to exams and before my final costume designs were due. The men would be cast in the 

fall, in the first week of the semester. This would give the costume shop time to build the custom 

costumes for the twins, and enable shopping and sourcing to be done ahead of time for the 

women. As my designs for the men were due at the same time as the women, there was an  
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understanding that things may change after the show was cast, but my designs captured the 

essence of the costumes.  

Time 

Time is always a constraint on any design. Both time constraints on the design process, 

and time constraints on the build process. I had my first meeting with Mr. McShaffrey and the 

other designers on March 23rd, 2018. My first step in the design process, the preliminary costume 

designs, were due on April 13th. My rough costume designs, which were black and white line art 

renderings, were due two weeks later, on April 27th. Auditions for the female roles began the 

following week, on May 1st. My final costume renderings, in full color, were due on May 11th, 

two weeks after the rough costumes had been due.  

In general, the two week turn around between each step of the design process feels a bit 

tight. It is especially noticeable between the roughs and finals, as there are often corrections and 

adjustments between the first sketches and the final designs. I also wanted to wait until the 

women were cast before painting those renderings, constraining my time even further.  

When the shop staff returned to work on August 1st, they began work on the built 

costumes for Daisy and Violet. However, they still needed to work on the first show of the 

semester, and as many students were out of town for the summer, work could not being in earnest 

until the end of August.  

Classes began on August 27th. Auditions were held for the male roles on August 28th, and 

by August 31st, the show was fully cast. On September 12th, The Trestle at Pope Lick Creek, the 

first show of Temple Theater’s fall semester, opened. We had begun fittings and alterations far 

before the first show of the semester was open, but once that show was open, every hand in the 

shop was fully focused on Side Show.  

On October 2nd, Dress Parade for Side Show was held. We knew that not every costume 

would be finished to show readiness by that date, but we were determined to have the leads fully  
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costumed, and a representation of every look featured in the show. After Dress Parade, we had 

less than a week before First Dress Rehearsal on October 7th. We were lucky to have three dress 

rehearsals scheduled, but Preview was on October 11th, with the opening on October 12th. Time is 

always tight with theatre seasons, especially when balancing with the other shows in the semester.  

Money 

 Money and budget is always something in the back of a designer’s mind. Ms. Streed gave 

me my budget for Side Show shortly before my final renderings were due, so I could begin to plan 

my allocation of resources. I had a total budget of $15,000. $3,000 of that budget was set aside to 

cover hair and makeup, which included both the specialty makeups and the wig rentals – each of 

the Hilton Twins was allocated three wigs, and we elected to create a custom wig for the Half-

Man, Half-Woman. $1,000 was allocated to shipping costs. And that left $12,000 for the rest of 

the costume costs. 

 I had done the numbers, and based on the script needs and the number of ensemble 

members that Mr. McShaffrey wanted, we would need 116 different costumes. If I divided the 

budget equally amongst the costumes, that came out to approximately $100 per costume.  

 Because of that, I was determined to pull as many of the costumes as possible from stock. 

If I could pull the majority of many costumes from stock, that would allow more money for other 

looks, particularly the twins. In addition, some of the costumes in my 116 number were piece 

costumes – a robe added on top of the main costume, an added coat or hat. I was able to pull 47 of 

the costumes completely, as well as at least half of 8 additional costumes. Because of that, it 

reduced the number of costumes I needed to buy or build to 65. This divided out to approximately 

$185 per costume.  

 Luck was still on my side, as some of the purchased costumes were much cheaper pieces. 

I only had to purchase a pair of pants and some fake piercings for our Human Pin Cushion, as the 

rest of his design was allocated into Specialty Makeup. I did need to purchase seven black  
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evening gowns for our women’s ensemble, but I was able to get the majority of them for under 

$50 per dress. Because of this, I was able to allocate more money to the costumes for the twins, as 

they were the center of the show.  

Manpower 

 Manpower is such a vital component of executing any design. Not only in the building of 

custom costumes, but in the alterations, the labeling, and the fittings. I was very lucky to work 

with Temple University’s costume shop staff to bring Side Show to life. Ms. Streed, as the 

costume shop manager, was invaluable in scheduling and ensuring everything moved along 

according to schedule and within budget. Mr. Ross, the shop’s cutter/draper, brought my custom 

designs to life and was in every single fitting, making sure that both the custom costumes and the 

pulled items fit perfectly, and that they would be altered properly to serve the actor. Regan 

Mulrooney, a new addition to the shop staff this year, served as the costume technician. She took 

Mr. Ross’ patterns and worked to bring them to life in final fabric, as well as taking charge of 

various alterations.  

 In addition to the full time staff, the other costume design graduate students work in the 

costume shop in the afternoons. Kathleen Embrey and Hannah Compton took on specialty 

projects to help achieve my designs. Ms. Embrey draped and built the custom costume for the 

Snake Lady. Ms. Compton was given charge of the Dog Boy specialty mask and body suit, which 

required careful hand sewing of wefts of hair onto a stretch mesh base. There is also a team of 

undergraduate work study students who work in the shop and assist in getting alterations done. 

We had three work study students, who completed alterations and finished labeling. They also 

worked on distressing and other customization projects. We also had a costume production 

contract, a theatre student who came in to work on the build process, and assisted with labeling 

and small alterations. 
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I also had the benefit of an assistant. Grace Whitmore served as my assistant during the 

design and build process. Ms. Whitmore attended all of the costume fittings, taking notes to 

ensure the shop knew the details of the alterations. She assisted me in pulling costume pieces and 

kept track of our budget. She was also given charge of the headpieces for the womens ensemble 

in the “One Plus One Equals Three” number, and took charge of patterning and testing methods 

of building, as well as supervising helpers in the form of work study students.  

 Working with a university costume shop is an immense benefit to achieving complicated 

designs. Normally, costume designers need to factor in labor costs to their budget, which can 

severely curtail the amount one can spend on costumes. With a university costume shop, labor is 

not included in the budget, time is really the only constraint on how much the shop staff can do. It 

was an immense benefit, on such a costly show as Side Show.  
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CHAPTER 7 

BRINGING THE DESIGN TO LIFE 

Custom Builds 

 Because of the nature of the show, there were many costumes in Side Show that needed to 

be custom builds. In particular, because I designed the twins’ costumes to be mirror images of 

each other and with so many custom details, it became necessary for most of their costumes to be 

built. I discussed with Ms. Streed which costumes would be best to build fully, and which we 

could purchase and alter. Eventually we came to a decision: we would fully build eight costumes 

for the twins, as well as the Snake Lady costume. There would also be seventeen costumes that 

were either partial builds or heavy alterations of purchased costumes.  

The Twins’ Side Show Day Dress 

 For the first costume the twins are seen in, I designed a wrap day dress with a dropped 

waist. I had several design details that made it necessary for this costume to be built. I wanted the 

dresses to mirror the way they wrapped, so they came together near the connection point. I also 

wanted the striped fabric I selected for the inset modesty panel at the neckline and for the 

waistband to have the stripes on the bias, angled in towards the connection point.  

 Mr. Ross draped a basic wrap dress for this costume. As Ms. Castagna and Ms. Joseph 

were similar sizes, he was able to drape one version of each costume for the pair of actresses, and 

then mirror the pattern pieces for the mockups.  

 We had several fittings for both actresses, as they had many costumes and we needed to 

check the fit at each stage as we moved from mockup to final fabric. Mr. Ross made fitting 

alterations to each individual mockup, then transferred those alterations to an individual pattern 

for each twin.  
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The Twins’ “Ready To Play” Performance Costume 

 The flapper dress for “Ready to Play” was similar to the wrap day dress – I had designed 

it with numerous unique details that made it difficult to find a buyable option. I was very 

interested in a dress with a paneled skirt – the real life Hilton twins had been photographed in a 

similar looking skirt with strip-style panels and I was very fond of the style. I had chosen a 

specific gold color, a more vibrant gold that would pop. I had also designed the waistline of the 

skirt to slope down at an angle to the connection point, another detail difficult to find. 

 Mr. Ross draped this dress again. The bodice of this dress was similar to the costume for 

“Stuck With You”, so that aided in the draping process. The flaps in the skirt proved to be a 

difficult process, as they had to be individually cut out, sewn together, then flipped so there were 

no raw edges. And because the skirts had a double layer of flaps, that doubled the length of the 

process.  

 We had a number of iterations of the waist and neck trim of the dresses. I initially 

designed the dress with a wide beaded trim at the waist, and a narrow sequined trim at the neck. 

However, once the trim was on and the actresses wore the dresses at Dress Parade, we realized 

that the dimensional waist trim was right at the connection point. Exactly how I designed the 

dress. However, Ms. Castagna and Ms. Joseph perform their scenes hip to hip, with their hips 

essentially stuck together. The dimensional trim brushed against the other trim and the fabric of 

the dresses. 

 I discussed with Mr. Ross, and we decided to remove the larger trim from the waist and 

move it to the neckline, then take the small sequined rosette trim that was on the neck and move it 

to decorate the bottom of each skirt flap. The effect worked very nicely, and there was no longer 

trim catching on the dresses. 
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The Twins’ “Stuck With You” Performance Costume 

 As I designed the “Stuck With You” dresses to imitate summery sailing dresses from the 

1920s, the design was very unique. But, as it so happened, I designed this costume and the 

“Ready To Play” costume to have similar bodice styles. Because of this, Mr. Ross was able to 

start with the same bodice pattern, and just add the pleated skirt I designed for this costume.  

 The waistline for the “Stuck With You” dresses was originally designed to be slanted like 

the “Ready To Play” dresses, but Mr. Ross discovered that the pleated skirt made the slant 

impossible. Luckily, we were able to make a compromise. The waistline of the dress itself was 

straight, but the waist sash was applied over top at an angle, so I still had the slanted line to the 

connection point. 

 We also had some difficulty with the fabric of this dress. I had selected a nice ottoman 

silk for the skirt of the dresses, as it had a brilliant blue color and should pleat nicely. I had also 

selected a subtly striped cotton fabric, similar to a seersucker, with a yellow tone. However, once 

it was purchased and in the shop, we discovered that the cotton had a bit more of a stretch than 

we were expecting. Mr. Ross was still able to make it work, but it was not ideal.  

The Twins’ Wedding Suits 

 The final costume we elected to construct for the twins was their final wedding suit. As I 

had designed a jacket with mirroring lapels and overlap, it would be an impossibility to find a 

buyable option for the suit. I had also designed a very unique lapel, based on a suit that the real 

life Hilton twins wore in a publicity photograph.  

 Mr. Ross draped the suit, as he had the others, and put together the mock ups with the 

help of Ms. Mulrooney. During the fittings, we discovered an issue with the skirt. I had intended 

to design a skirt based off of 1930s fashion illustrations, where the skirt fell closely to the legs 

and slanted out a bit at the hem. However, due to the base figures I drew for the twins, I had  
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drawn a skirt that looked closer to an A-line skirt. Mr. Ross and I discussed this incongruity, and 

he agreed to drape the 1930s fashion illustration skirt. 

 Reaching the fitting stage, we realized that this particular skirt shape looked odd. I wasn’t 

happy with it, and neither was Mr. Ross. We decided to go with a straighter skirt, but with the 

slightest flare from the waist. Mr. Ross added a kick pleat in the back, to aid with walking, but the 

overall silhouette was much straighter. In the next fitting, we agreed that the new shape was much 

more pleasing. 

 I had initially selected a brocade with metallic threads for this costume. The fabric was a 

bit stiff, but I thought it was very attractive. However, Ms. Streed and Mr. Ross were concerned 

about the metallic threads seizing up when ironed or steamed. I returned to New York to swatch 

for other options, and was continuously drawn to metallic brocades. As the costume was a 

wedding suit, I was looking at the white realm of fabrics, but most white brocades or silks were 

uninspiring. I returned with a number of options, but most of them were variations on metallic 

brocades.  

 After a discussion with Ms. Streed and Mr. Ross, we eventually settled on a different 

brocade. In retrospect, I was much happier with this choice. My initial choice of fabric was a 

dotted metallic pattern, and this second choice had a subtle floral print. Which seemed very 

appropriate for Daisy and Violet Hilton. Ms. Streed and Mr. Ross agreed that this second brocade 

option seemed less likely to seize up, and we elected to use it.  

The Snake Lady 

 Another costume that we decided to build completely was the Snake Lady costume. I was 

initially planning to buy items and do modification to create this costume, but Ms. Streed 

suggested we build this costume in the shop, as my fellow graduate student Kathleen Embrey 

ought to have a draping project. This was an interesting costume, as far as building went. It  
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featured a ruched skirt underneath a decorative loincloth, and the bodice was initially designed as 

a ruched swag of fabric over top of a sports bra. 

 As I mentioned earlier, Ms. Andino-Vega had told us during her first fitting that her 

snake, Boris, had a tendency to get stuck on loose swags of fabric, especially on her torso. After 

that consultation, Ms. Embrey and I returned to the drawing board with Ms. Streed. After much 

discussion, we decided on a redesign of the bodice. I decided on a form fitting crop top, with 

architectural, straight shoulders. The fabric was smooth for Boris and there were no more swags 

to get caught in. 

 Ms. Embrey draped the bodice and skirt and fit both on Ms. Andino-Vega. She then 

moved on to construction in real fabric, and the task of appliqueing the snake motif onto the 

decorative loincloth. I had selected a stretch fabric for the snake. The stretch was not ideal, but 

the fabric featured a reflective scale pattern and was very eye catching. Ms. Embrey was able to 

work with the fabric and create an attractive version of my design.  

The Dog Boy 

 Bringing the Dog Faced Boy to life quickly ran into many questions and considerations. 

What would the hair be? How would it sit on top of the actor’s face? Were prosthetics needed? 

Would the head and face need to be constructed and applied in multiple pieces?  

 I relied on the expertise of Ms. Streed and Mr. Ross as we figured out what would be 

something we could construct and what would work for the actor. We knew the actor needed to 

sing and speak, so a full face prosthetic would likely be uncomfortable and make that difficult.  

 Working together, we came up with three initial ideas. The first involved creating a half 

mask with an attached hood, that would cover the actor from nose up, then back over the head to 

the coat collar. This would have hair attached to it, and then we could apply a false beard to the 

lower half of the actor’s face. This was considered, but eventually discarded as we felt it could be  
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confining to the actor and would limit the emotiveness of the eyes. It also would add another 

makeup/facial hair application to our hair and makeup crew. 

 Our second option was to take a ready-made wig and apply it with a hard facial mask. 

Like the first option, this ran into the problem of limiting the emotion of the actor, as well as 

being confining. There also could be problems in application, in making sure everything lined up 

perfectly.  

 Our third option, the option we eventually settled on, was to pattern and sew a mesh hood 

that completely covered the actor’s face and head. Mr. Ross patterned and stitched the hood, 

which was then fit on the actor, Charlie Bensinger, before the hair was applied. On Mr. 

Bensinger, we marked the eye, nose, mouth, and ear holes and ensured he would be comfortable 

with the sensation of having his entire head covered. Due to the mesh, it felt less confining that a 

hard mask or one made from solid fabric.  

 Once the mesh hood had been fit to the actor, we needed to attach the hair. Due to the 

surface area that needed to be covered, we elected to use hair wefts (hair sewn together in a strip) 

in order to avoid the time consuming task of ventilating an entire face and head piece. I purchased 

hair wefts from a wig and beauty supply store. I selected a range of colors from sandy blonde to a 

reddish brown, in order to give the mask depth and texture. I avoided dark browns and blacks, as 

I feared they would just look solid and flat under the lights.  

The Living Venus de Milo 

 With the Venus de Milo costume, we needed to create a costume that effectively hid the 

arms of the actress, while still allowing her balance and safety. Mr. Ross and I discussed the 

various arm-hiding options, and we eventually settled on the idea of creating slits in the matte 

velvet lining of a cape, so Ms. Sanders could slide her arms inside but still be able to maintain her 

balance. We decided the cape needed to be built, to fit smoothly over the shoulders and hide the 

fact that Ms. Sanders did still possess her arms.  
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 Mr. Ross draped a mockup of the cape, and created a shaped strap that was designed to 

hold the cape securely around her shoulders. In the first fitting with Ms. Sanders, we made sure 

the shaping of the shoulder was good, and that the cape would indeed stay on her shoulders as she 

moved. 

 I had selected a matte black velvet for the lining of the cape, which unfortunately had a 

bit of stretch to it. I also selected an antique gold outer fabric, a costume polyester with a subtle 

texture to it. Because of the slight stretch of the inner fabric, it did not want to play nicely with 

the outer fabric. Mr. Ross was able to make it sit together, but he requested I add a trim to the 

front edge to hide the unhappy marriage. Luckily, I managed to find a decorative cotton trim, 

made from fabric squares pleated and folded into decorative triangles. The yellow color worked 

nicely with the gold I’d chosen, and it looked appropriate for the period. 

 In her second fitting, Ms. Sanders had the final cape with pockets to try on. Because of 

the number of physical tricks she worked out with Mr. McShaffrey, she wisely took the 

opportunity of her fitting to practice the various tricks and discover how the cape affected them, 

as well as how she needed to move her arms within the cape to maintain the illusion of not having 

arms. Her testing of movements also showed us that the cape would indeed stay in place, and not 

choke Ms. Sanders as she rolled onto her back.  

The Tattooed Girl 

When it came to the Tattooed Girl, we knew that the tattooed skin would be a mesh or 

spandex bodysuit, but after casting, a slight wrench was thrown into that development. Doreen 

Nguyen, the actress cast had experience performing on a hanging lyra hoop, and Mr. McShaffrey 

wanted to highlight that ability during the opening number.  

I had many discussions with Ms. Streed about the safety of the performer, especially 

when it came to the fabric against the hoop. We were very worried about the actress slipping or 

being unable to grip the hoop with her elbows and knees. We eventually decided that we would  
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purchase several unitard options and discuss them with the actress when she came in for fittings 

at the beginning of the semester. She was planning on training more with the lyra over the 

summer, so she would have a better idea at the start of the semester as to her costume needs. 

During her first fitting, Ms. Nguyen tried on a mesh unitard we had purchased underneath 

black dance briefs and a beaded bra top. The color matched her skin tone perfectly, but she told 

us that she bruised very easily and had developed bruises from her lyra training. She assured us 

they weren’t painful, but she was worried about the bruises distorting the tattoos on the bodysuit. 

We decided to purchase a second bodysuit to be worn underneath the mesh suit, this one made 

from a thicker cotton-lycra blend. This would ideally add a bit of padding, as well as mask any 

bruising. And, if it turned out that Ms. Nguyen needed cushioning pads added in any areas, we 

could add them to the cotton bodysuit. She never wound up needing any additional padding, but 

we were glad to have the option. The second layer also provided some added warmth and 

coverage, so Ms. Nguyen felt less bare.  

Ms. Nguyen had a second fitting, where we fit the cotton unitard underneath the mesh 

bodysuit. During this fitting, we marked on the mesh bodysuit where her elbows, knees, and belly 

button were and where the neckline of the cotton unitard fell. We were intending to hand-draw 

out the tattoos ourselves, and we needed to mark several reference points in order to line up the 

tattoos. We also had to make sure that a dark, large tattoo extended across her upper chest in 

order to cover the neckline of the skin layer unitard.  

After the fittings, it became my job to draw out the tattoos and ink them onto the mesh 

bodysuit. I had done a couple of tests on sample material, in order to determine the best method 

of creating these designs. I experimented with fabric paint and ink, but I decided the easiest way 

to get clean lines and detail work was to use art markers. I purchased a large selection of 

Prismacolor markers in a variety of colors and set to work. 
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I stretched out the bodysuit on a muslin-covered cardboard panel, placing muslin inside 

the suit to prevent bleed-through and pinned the suit in place. The bodysuit fit Ms. Nguyen 

snuggly, so I made sure to stretch the bodysuit out so the tattoos wouldn’t become distorted. I had 

begun by free-handing a few designs, but with the amount of area I needed to cover, I soon 

switched to finding vintage tattoo designs online and printing them off, as well as drawing some 

on paper myself, then tracing both the printed designs and the draw designs onto the bodysuit. 

The rationale behind hand-inking an entire bodysuit lay in the need for vintage designs. 

With the play taking place between 1929 and 1936, The Tattooed Girl needed to have classic 

designs. Many of the modern full-body tattoo suits used very modern designs, which would not 

have worked well. By hand-inking the suit, I was able to curate and control the designs. 

And, as I was curating the designs, I was able to select and create designs personalized to 

the character and actress playing her. Ms. Nguyen is of Vietnamese heritage, so I picked several 

Vietnamese artworks to recreate as tattoos – a tiger on the back, and several dragons on the legs 

and arms. I also put “Ma” and “Ba” on a memorial tattoo – the Vietnamese words for “mother” 

and “father”.  

In addition to the actress’ heritage, I also wanted to illustrate the family The Tattooed 

Girl had found in the other side show performers. During “The Devil You Know”, The Tattooed 

Girl seems in turns afraid of leaving the side show and wanting to be supportive of the twins, her 

friends. So, I picked and created tattoo designs to represent each member of the side show – some 

are more concrete, with literal portrait tattoos of The Bearded Lady and The Half-Man, Half-

Woman, and some are more abstract, like a wheel of three legs for the Three Legged Man or an 

anchor to represent Jake.  

The tattooed bodysuit required some readjustments during Dress Rehearsals, mostly in 

trying to make the line art as dark as possible, but once I was happy with the suit, I steamed the 

bodysuit to make sure the ink was set. 
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In addition to the bodysuit, I collaborated with the makeup designer to add some 

temporary tattoos to Ms. Nguyen’s hands, feet, and even her face. My specialty makeup designer, 

Jordyn Gaber, had found a pre-made tattoo brand that could be easily applied to the skin with 

rubbing alcohol. They did not have the shiny edges of children’s temporary tattoos and a bit of 

powder quickly removed any extra shine. They came off easily with rubbing alcohol, so Ms. 

Nguyen was all right with applying one to her face before each show. The ones on her face and 

feet could be worn for multiple shows. The added tattoos helped blend the suit and make her look 

more completely covered in ink. 

Heavily Modified Costumes 

 Several of the costumes I designed for this show could have been purchased, but required 

heavy modification in order to serve their roles in the show. Two examples of these include The 

Three Legged Man and The Half-Man, Half-Woman. For both of these costumes, I purchased 

ready to wear garments that fit aspects of the designs, and then worked with the shop to decide 

how to modify those garments to suit the characters.  

The Three Legged Man 

 The Three Legged Man was a difficult costume to create. Our costume shop had never 

created such a heavily modified, custom costume like this before. I had planned the costume to be 

based on purchased garments that we altered, but because of the timing of the men’s casting to be 

once classes resumed in late August, we needed to delay purchasing garments until casting was 

in. 

 I also had difficulty deciding what to do regarding the third leg. I initially thought to 

purchase a foam prop leg, the type used for haunted houses, but as the legs needed to be custom 

made, they had a lengthy production time. There was also the concern of the leg’s weight, as it 

would need to hang off the actor’s hip. We eventually selected a mannequin leg, the type used to  
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display hosiery. It was a woman’s leg, so it was smaller than the actor’s legs (as a third leg would 

be).  

 We then had to address the conundrum of attaching the leg to the actor’s body. I 

proposed a lower-body harness, the type used for climbing. It would give us two points of 

contact, at the waist and at the thigh. Those points of contact were thick webbing straps that could 

be tightened to the actor’s comfort level. With the two straps around the upper thighs, it would 

create balance and theoretically stabilize the third leg.  

 Ms. Streed worked together with an undergraduate work study student, Sarah 

MacKenzie, to create the rigging system for the third leg. The actor cast as the Three Legged 

Man, JJ Vavrik, was also cast as a series of other roles, including roles in the first act that 

required quick changes. Because these other roles were characters with only two legs, we needed 

to rig the third leg to be removed. 

 In order to accomplish this, Ms. Streed created a system using plastic buckles that 

attached the third leg, and could release it for the quick changes. We also created a rigged third 

pant leg – we purchased two pairs of lederhosen and rigged them together using Velcro. The third 

pant leg attached into the open seam of the main pair, and could be pulled off with the leg. Mr. 

Vavrik’s costume as the Three Legged Man could fit below his costumes for the additional roles 

in Act 1 – he played the Judge and a Reporter, and needed to go back and forth between the Three 

Legged Man and these other roles three times during the course of the first act.  

 We were able to give Mr. Vavrik the third leg rig for the designer run, which was an 

excellent opportunity for discovery about the physicality of the extra appendage. Midway through 

the run, I spoke to Mr. McShaffrey and Mr. Vavrik about the third leg. We decided that the 

original rigging was a touch too far back to work for realism and the comfort of Mr. Vavrik. 

Luckily, the costume shop had our working Saturday the following day, and Mr. Vavrik was not 

called for rehearsal that morning. We were able to set up a fitting through the stage manager,  
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Christian Marshall, and Mr. Vavrik was able to discuss with Ms. Streed and myself what angle 

and position of the leg would work better for his actions.  

 By the time we reached Dress Parade, the leg had been re-rigged in a more workable 

position, and the lederhosen were completely rigged to work for the costume changes. 

The Half-Man, Half-Woman 

 In theory, the Half-Man, Half-Woman costume seemed simple. We could purchase the 

men’s garments for one half, and the women’s garments for the other, put them up on a 

mannequin, and then stitch them together. In practice, it required more thought and care. Once we 

purchased the garments, we called the actor, Sebastian Diaquoi, in for a fitting. Mr. Ross and I 

conferred, and decided the best course of action was to dress Mr. Diaquoi in the men’s garments, 

pinning them in place on top of each other, and then put the women’s dress on top, pinning it in 

place. That would give the information needed as to how the garments layered together, so the 

garment could be put on a mannequin and dissected. 

 Mr. Ross spent quite a bit of time figuring out how to make the garment wearable. We 

eventually settled on a zipper up the back, and Mr. Ross turned the skirt of the dress into a second 

pant leg. This essentially created a jumpsuit, with half made up of a men’s suit, and the other half 

made up of a women’s cheongsam.  

 Underneath the garment, we had Mr. Diaquoi wear one woman’s stocking, attached to a 

garter belt. He also wore a pair of dance briefs and a soft bra with one cup padded. This helped 

add to more feminine shape on one half, to contrast with the flat male shape on the other half.  
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Specialty Makeup 

 I was very lucky to have the opportunity to work with an undergraduate student as my 

makeup designer for Side Show. I have experience with stage makeup, and specialty makeup 

effects, but it is not one of my strengths. With a show like Side Show, where there are so many 

unusual makeup designs that add so much to the show and characters, it was a blessing to hand 

over the unusual makeup looks to someone with such strength in interesting and oddball designs. 

 Jordyn Gaber, a senior undergraduate student, was asked to serve as Side Show’s 

specialty makeup designer. Ms. Gaber had taken the makeup design class here at Temple 

University early on, and since then has worked on hair and makeup crews for Temple Theater 

shows, as well as working as a makeup artist outside of the university. She has great interest in 

horror and unusual makeup designs, especially prosthetics. This was a perfect show to collaborate 

on with her. 

 Once my designs were complete, I sat down with Ms. Gaber to outline which looks she 

would be responsible for, and what general design direction I was interested in. We decided she 

would be responsible for the Lizard Man and the Human Pin Cushion, as both involved 

prosthetics, and the Half-Man, Half-Woman, as we knew a male actor would be cast in that role, 

and it would require careful, precise makeup to divide the face.  

 We later added the Snake Lady and the Geek to her responsibilities. The Snake Lady had 

been discussed before, but we decided to hold off on deciding what we wanted for her until later. 

The Geek was also a later addition, because of the decision that a blood capsule in the mouth 

would be very effective for the first number of the show. 

The Lizard Man 

 As discussed earlier, the Lizard Man design was based around the concept of a skin 

disease, with my design being inspired by boils. I had designed the look to have boils on the face, 

but I handed over the size and shape to Ms. Gaber, according to her discretion. 
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 Ms. Gaber created several clay sculptures of boil clusters, to create a custom prosthetic 

piece. She cast the clay sculptures in plaster of paris, and when the plaster dried, she wound up 

with three molds for boil clusters, ensuring we could create multiple versions of each boil cluster. 

 Ms. Gaber as interested in using a prosthetic product known as Water-Melon. Water-

Melon is a water-based vinyl, used to create prosthetic pieces. It is a latex-alternative, excellent 

for anyone with latex allergies. Ms. Gaber was fond of it because of how easily it blended into the 

skin. The prosthetic pieces attach to the skin using 99% isopropyl alcohol, and the edges can be 

blended into the skin with the alcohol. It creates a very seamless application.  

 The downside of Water-Melon is that it can get very pricy. We had the goal of using 

Water-Melon prosthetics for the entire run of the show, but we did run out towards the end of the 

run. Luckily, we discovered that the Water-Melon prosthetics could be used for two shows if 

needed. We did run extra liquid latex prosthetics, just in case. 

 Ms. Gaber worked with myself and the actor, Joshua Battisti, to figure out the exact 

placement of each facial prosthetic. We didn’t want to cover the entire face, so make sure Mr. 

Battisti could still emote and sing.  

The Human Pin Cushion 

 As I mentioned earlier, I had found it difficult to design the Human Pin Cushion for a 

scale like Tomlinson Theater. Most piercings are small scale, difficult to see on such a large 

stage. I eventually came up with the idea of a chest corset piercing, which could be large scale 

and visible. That, along with other small piercings and the pin through the arm trick, would make 

the actor, Ryan Mickles, look startling.  

 Ms. Gaber and I decided that we needed a multi-use prosthetic piece for the chest 

piercing. She selected liquid latex, due to the sturdiness and accessibility, in case we needed to 

make different pieces. She created a thin skin piece, then attached rings using twill tape covered  
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in the latex, to make sure the rings wouldn’t rip through the latex and ensure the piece would hold 

up.  

 However, when we reached dress rehearsals, we quickly realized that the size of the rings 

was too small for the scale of the stage. After discussions with Ms. Gaber and Ms. Streed, we 

determined that D-rings would probably be ideal. I was unable to pick any up until Friday 

morning of Opening, but Ms. Gaber was able to prep a new prosthetic piece and add the rings 

before Opening. We were both much more pleased with the new scale.  

 In addition to the corset chest piercing, we needed to work out how to create the pin 

through the arm trick. We had many discussions with Ms. Streed, including how thick the pin 

needed to be in order to be seen by the audience, what material the pin should be, and how we 

were going to fake going through the arm. 

 We eventually settled on a wooden skewer, with the point dulled down and painted silver. 

Once that was settled, Ms. Gaber went into testing. She eventually settled on a piece of thin 

plastic tubing, attached to the arm with Water-Melon or liquid latex, to blend it into the arm. I had 

designed the Human Pin Cushion to have gauntlets, to partially disguise any arm prosthetic for 

this trick, so that helped disguise it. 

 Ms. Gaber also created and applied several smaller prosthetics, with safety pins and other 

wooden, painted pins in various places on the chest and upper arms. Ms. Gaber painted all of the 

prosthetics with alcohol makeup. 

The Half-Man, Half-Woman 

 The Half-Man, Half-Woman needed a makeup design with two clearly different halves, 

one overtly masculine, one overtly feminine. Ms. Gaber had experience with drag makeup, but 

we decided we didn’t want anything that screamed drag queen for the female half of the face.  
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After the second dress rehearsal, when we introduced makeup, we decided that the 

makeup design needed more stark differentiation. Ms. Gaber and I decided on the addition of 

stubble to the male half, and going a shade or two lighter for the female half, as well as popping 

the contour and highlight.  

 It is always difficult to judge the scale of makeup when moving from the makeup mirror 

to a large stage like Tomlinson. However, that is the benefit of multiple dress rehearsals – it gives 

us time to adjust and decide if the scale needs to be larger. 

The Snake Lady 

 As my design for the Snake Lady was based off of Aztec and Incan dress, Ms. Gaber 

suggested doing an Aztec inspired makeup design. She showed me a makeup she had done that 

featured a gradient from the hairline to the eyebrows, fading from a bold red to the skin tone. It 

had black line art designs over top.  

 We decided that the performer, Ana Federica Andino-Vega, needed an addition to her 

costume in terms of a special makeup design. I had initially planned a decorative headband for 

her, but it was cut due to time constraints. We decided on the red gradient, with a black scale 

pattern over top.  

 The first time the makeup was applied, Ms. Gaber did not have fishnet tights for the scale 

pattern, so she hand drew the scales. She brought a pair of fishnet tights for the next rehearsal, but 

when we saw this version on stage, Ms. Gaber and I both agreed that it looked muddy, nowhere 

near as clean and bold as the first application. Ms. Gaber agreed that the hand painted scales were 

better, and agreed to hand paint them for the rest of the performance. 
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The Geek 

 A final, late stage specialty makeup addition was the addition of blood capsules for the 

Geek, Stewart Williams, in the opening number. The character of the Geek bites the head off a 

chicken, and Mr. McShaffrey and I agreed that blood dripping from the mouth would be striking.  

 Blood is one of those categories of effects that falls somewhere between prop and 

costumes. At Temple University, the costume shop usually takes charge of the blood effects. We 

have various types of fake blood, as well as capsules and other methods of holding it. 

 Ms. Gaber took the empty blood capsules and filled them with blood, testing different 

amounts for what would give the best drippage on stage.  

  

 
 

Figure 17: Makeup Application Process Photos, The Human Pin Cushion (Ryan Mickles), The Lizard Man 
(Joshua Battisti), The Snake Lady (Federica Andino-Vega), The Half-Man, Half-Woman (Sebastian Diaquoi). 
Photographer: Jennielynn Streed 
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CHAPTER 8 

REACHING THE STAGE 

Dress Parade 

 The first event of technical rehearsal that the costume department participates in is the 

Dress Parade. During the Dress Parade, the costume designer sits with the director and looks at 

each of the costumes, discussing what works and what doesn’t. Also in attendance are Marie 

Anne Chiment, head of costume design, and Mr. Ross. The assistant to the costume designer, Ms. 

Whitmore, was also sitting by to take notes.  

 Because of the sheer number of costumes in Side Show, it was unfeasible to see every 

single costume that every single actor wore. It made more sense to see representations of the 

different groups of characters. I worked with Ms. Streed to create an order of costume looks that 

both made sense and allowed time for the costume changes. The one necessity was seeing every 

single look that Daisy and Violet Hilton (Rita Castagna and Alexa Joseph) wore during the course 

of the musical. 

 With each of the different looks for the twins, I wanted to frame them with context, and 

show what the twins would be surrounded by. We also decided to work roughly backwards 

through the show, starting with the wedding and ending with the first day dress the twins wear at 

the side show. This was done so we could photograph Ms. Castagna and Ms. Joseph in their first 

costume for promotional photos.  

 Mr. McShaffrey seemed very pleased with the costumes during Dress Parade. There were 

notes, of course, but none were because Mr. McShaffrey was displeased with the costumes. Our 

shop notes were mostly things that needed to be repaired, and things that needed to be pulled to 

make costumes work better. There were only a few costumes that needed to be switched, and they 

were things that were either too light or too dark, so they would affect lighting. Considering how 

large the show was, Dress Parade was a huge success. 
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Tech Week 

 During the week of technical rehearsals, the costume department is not usually involved. 

We do give the actors their shoes to rehearse in, as well as any costumes that will affect 

movement and blocking. For Side Show, we gave the stage management team the leg harness for 

the Three Legged Man and the parasol for the Bearded Lady, but luckily, most of the other 

costumes would minimally affect the actors’ blocking. During Tech Week, the costume shop was 

working to finish any incomplete costumes and solve the notes that came up during Dress Parade. 

First Dress Rehearsal 

 Our first dress rehearsal occurred on a Sunday evening, following a Tuesday dress 

parade. Ms. Streed scheduled the day to include a lengthy quick change rehearsal. Side Show has 

numerous quick changes, most of which include the twins. There are also several mass ensemble 

changes, which luckily, are not as quick as the individual changes. During the quick change 

rehearsals, we also had specialty makeup sessions, where Ms. Gaber and her team practiced the 

makeup designs on the actors. Luckily, none of the actors with specialty makeup had costume 

quick changes, so there was no overlap in the two groups. 

 I handed over the backstage control to the two wardrobe supervisors, Hannah Compton 

and Cody Mancini. They took my list of costume changes and divided them amongst the 

wardrobe crew members. Ms. Streed assisted with quick change rehearsal. 

 I spent the time before the dress rehearsal with Ms. Gaber in the specialty makeup 

session, to assist with any design questions and go over the wig and hair needs with Calyx 

Clarkson, the wig and hair supervisor.  

 During the dress rehearsal, I sat with Ms. Chiment and Ms. Whitmore, to get feedback 

from my mentor and give my assistant notes. We were able to get a first look at the specialty 

makeups and offer feedback for Ms. Gaber.  
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We did have quite a lot of notes after the first dress rehearsal, but they were similar in 

tone to the notes after the dress parade – lots of little repairs, some small things I needed to pull 

and look at. Our main concern after the first dress was the Houdini quick change. The actor 

playing Houdini, Zummy Rayan, took too long to come out, but we spoke to the wardrobe 

supervisors after the rehearsal and chalked it up to the first time the dresser were running the 

change in real time.  

 For all the shop notes, we had two days of work in the shop to complete them before the 

second dress rehearsal.  

Second Dress Rehearsal 

The second dress rehearsal occurred on a Tuesday evening. We were attempting to run 

close to real time, in terms of the pre-show work and all the hair and makeup calls. Unfortunately, 

Ms. Castagna, who played Daisy Hilton, was not feeling well. The decision was made that she 

would sit at the side of the stage, to sing and run her lines, but not go through her blocking as she 

was feeling dizzy. This did mean that the dressers and wig crew would not be able to run the 

simultaneous quick changes that the twins had, but they would be able to run Ms. Joseph’s quick 

changes and see the timing. We also had Ms. Clarkson and her crew prep Ms. Castagna’s hair for 

her wig, and put on her first wig before the show, then her third wig at intermission. Ms. Castagna 

felt fine with that, and the wig crew needed the practice.  

The second dress rehearsal had several problems with the costume changes. Mr. Rayan 

was unable to make his Houdini quick change, and the actors who played Buddy and Ray 

(Christian Melhuish and Collin Haber) did not make their costume change from “Stuck With 

You” to the New Years Eve sequence. In addition, the women’s ensemble were having trouble 

with the heart headpieces for the “One Plus One Equals Three” number.  

During the post-rehearsal production meeting, Mr. McShaffrey mentioned his concerns 

about the costume changes. I agreed, I was concerned. In addition, both he and the choreographer  
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were concerned about the women’s headpieces. After some consideration, I told the group that I 

could request an additional quick change rehearsal before the third dress rehearsal, where the 

wardrobe crew could look at Mr. Rayan’s quick change, and Mr. Melhuish and Mr. Haber’s quick 

changes. In addition, I said I would be willing to cut the shoes and the sweaters that Mr. Melhuish 

and Mr. Haber were wearing during “Stuck With You” – the sweaters were unable to be quick 

rigged, so I had a suspicion that they were complicating the quick change. And if they could wear 

their character shoes during “Stuck With You”, they should have been able to slide their shoes 

through the pant legs. 

Regarding the women’s heart headpieces, I told the production team that we would ask 

the wardrobe crew to have the ensemble women practice with their headpieces before the third 

dress rehearsal. And if the headpieces did not stay on the heads during the dress rehearsal, we 

would cut them. I certainly didn’t want to cut the headpieces, but I think it reassured the 

production team that I was willing to cut them rather than make the actors suffer with them. 

Third Dress Rehearsal 

 The third dress rehearsal was the following night. I would attend the preview with Ms. 

Whitmore and take notes, but this final dress rehearsal was really the last opportunity to get 

things right, without there being an audience to witness any mistakes. I was very nervous before 

this rehearsal, but I had found out that there would be no professional photographs taken during 

the run of the show. Luckily, Ms. Streed was able to borrow a camera from a faculty member, and 

I was given permission to use it to take my own production photos.  

 Of course, photographing a show while trying to take designer notes is not exactly an 

ideal situation, but I was determined to make the best of it. I had Ms. Whitmore sit in an aisle 

seat, midway back. I was able to move about the audience, picking different angles for different 

scenes, and returning to Ms. Whitmore whenever I noticed something that needed to be written 

down. 
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 Luckily, having two previous dress rehearsals meant that most of my design notes had 

already been taken. Most of my notes were about small errors in styling, or praise for something 

going well. There were a few repair notes we received from wardrobe crew, but all minor fixes.  

 Most thrilling, all of the quick changes worked during the third dress rehearsal. Mr. 

Rayan made the Houdini quick change with time to spare, Mr. Melhuish and Mr. Haber both 

made it on stage in time for their cue in the New Years Eve sequence, and all of the twins’ quick 

changes went off perfectly, including the wig changes. None of the heart headpieces fell off on 

stage, and the women’s ensemble seemed comfortable with the balance. It was a spectacular 

feeling, to finishing out the technical rehearsal process with an evening that went so well for 

costumes.  
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

Side Show was a behemoth of a musical. This thought was a constant refrain in my head 

as I worked on this show, and even after opening and closing the show. I had never worked on a 

show of this size before. I had designed Caryl Churchill’s Love and Information twice, and those 

shows had a similar number in terms of different looks, but that was a play, not a musical. There 

were less specialty considerations, and less fantastical looks. 

I personally excel in organization and the pre-planning of shows, but it often falls apart 

once we hit the build stage. I enjoy laying out information. I create multiple scene breakdowns for 

every show. I lay out my costume charts in multiple iterations. I try to figure out as much 

information as possible and lay it out in as many ways as possible. But I do this because my 

major struggle is in communication. 

I struggle to convey information to others. Even if I can lay things out textually and 

graphically and it makes sense in my head, I have a hard time when it comes to vocalizing my 

ideas. So often, I finish a meeting and walk down to the costume shop with my brain echoing 

with everything I should have said, or how I could have said it differently.  

My communication struggles surfaced multiple times during Side Show, though I tried to 

keep them in check. Mr. McShaffrey and I had worked together before, on Hit The Wall, and 

though I was proud of the show once it opened, he and I had various small communication issues 

that I feared would come to a head during Side Show. I tried to mitigate these issues by meeting 

with him with Ms. St. John (the scenic designer), and listening more than I spoke to make sure 

that my design was supporting his creative vision. 

The communication issues also arose in the costume shop. Several times, I failed to 

describe what exactly I wanted when it came to the built costumes. As an example, Mr. Ross 

initially patterned the twins’ day dress with a single shared skirt, as I failed to explain that the  
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costumes ought to be entirely separate. I often shared too many reference photos – many of my 

designs combined design features from multiple reference images, so I provided all those 

different reference images to the costume shop. However, many of the references images were 

often very different clothing styles, creating confusion with the shop staff.  

I did also struggle with delegation, in particular with assigning tasks to my assistant. This 

stems from my difficulty in communicating through spoken words. I also am, admittedly, a bit of 

a control freak. I tend to want things done to my specification, in the exact manner I would have 

done them. This is not a helpful trait when it comes to delegation. Luckily, my time at Temple 

has taught me that there is more than one way to skin a cat, and micromanaging helps no one. 

With Side Show in particular, I did struggle quite a bit with indecision. I think it sparks 

from my opinion that renderings are not law. I am often willing to adjust things as we find 

different options, or as new clothing becomes available, or I find better options in stock. But, 

because of this willingness to change, I often have trouble making up my mind. I design broadly, 

with the thought that I will find something that falls in line with my ideas. I don’t often design 

specifically. So, when I actually had specifics in my designs, and questions and problems came 

up, I had difficulty resolving the issues. 

In spite of all my various weaknesses, I know my strengths make up for them. I managed 

to keep track of all 116 costume looks in Side Show, and even added a few that came up in 

rehearsals. I excel at research. I have always enjoyed history and collecting all the information I 

can about a given subject. I also tend to have a good eye for the big picture, and designing 

costumes that relate well to each other and fit in the same world. I have been told by my fellow 

graduate students that I make bold, unconventional choices with color, and though they often 

question my choices during the design phase, they are always pleasantly surprised when they see 

my color choices on stage.  
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The design and build process for Side Show was made up of highs and lows, as is every 

design process. I struggled with communication and management, but through it all, my design 

choices held true. I sat in the audience on opening night with a visiting friend, and was 

overwhelmed with how exactly true to my vision the costumes were. It isn’t a feeling that every 

designer achieves, but I was able to see my vision come to life in Side Show.  
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APPENDIX A 

ACT/SCENE BREAKDOWN 
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APPENDIX B 

ACTOR TRACKS 
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APPENDIX C 

ROUGH COSTUME DESIGNS 

              

The Twins – Side Show Day Dress          The Twins – “Ready To Play” 

                

The Twins – “Stuck With You”          The Twins – New Years Eve 
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The Twins – “One Plus One” A            The Twins – “One Plus One” B 

 

The Twins – “Wedding Suits” 
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 Buddy Foster  Terry Connors   Jake 

     

 Buddy and Terry – Formalwear   Jake – Formalwear 
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  Bearded Lady    The Dog Faced Boy 

                      

     Fortune Teller Version A          Fortune Teller Version B 
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Half-Man Half-Woman   The Cannibal King 

                 

The Leopard Skinned Girl  The Lizard Man 
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     Human Pin Cushion         The Strong Woman 

     

    The Tattooed Girl    The Three Legged Man 
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The Living Venus de Milo   The Roustabouts 

   

         Sir     Texans 
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Auntie           Harry Houdini 

 

New Years Eve Party Guests 
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Reporters 

   

“One Plus One” Ensemble     Ray 
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APPENDIX D 

FINAL COSTUME RENDERINGS 
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APPENDIX E 

FABRIC SWATCHES 

 

Daisy and Violet Hilton – Side Show Day Dress Fabric 
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Daisy and Violet Hilton “Ready to Play” Flapper Dress Fabric 
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Daisy and Violet Hilton “Stuck With You” Costume Fabric 
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Daisy and Violet Hilton Wedding Suit Fabric 
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APPENDIX F 

DRESSING CHARTS 

ANDINO-VEGA, Federica – Snake Lady 
Act/Scene Costume Name Pieces Photo 

Base Costume   Dance Tights 
 Dance Briefs 
 Underwire 

Bra 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 Gold Bodice 
 Blue Swag 

Skirt 
 Belt with 

Decorative 
Loincloth 

 Gold Heels 

 
1.3 – “Behind 
The Tent” 

Backstage At 
The Side Show 

 As above, 
but add 
Purple Robe 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side 
Show” 

Performance 
Costume 

 As above in 
“Come Look 
At The 
Freaks” 
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BATTISTI, Joshua – The Lizard Man 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

Base Costume   Dance 
Briefs 

 A Tank 
 No Show 

Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 “Warty” 
Unitard 

 Cream 
Shorts 

 Striped 
Tank 

 Red Jazz 
Shoes 

 Red Belt 
 Wrist Cuffs 
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BUONO, Christina – Texan / Reporter / Party Guest / Camera Assistant 
/ Makeup Artist 
Act/Scene, Page Costume 

Name 
Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance 
Tights 

 All-In-One 
 Character 

Shoes (own) 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Yellow and 
white 
striped 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day Hat 

 
1.4 – “The 
Flashback” 

Auntie  White 
blouse 

 Black skirt 
 “Granny” 

boots 
 Apron 

 
1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Trench coat 
 Reporter 

hat 
 Skirt 
 Scarf 
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2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Black 
evening 
gown 

 Bracelets 
 Earrings 

 
2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Camera 
Assistant 

 TBD  

2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Yellow and 
white 
striped 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
2.8 – “Film Set” Makeup Artist  TBD  
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CANUSO, Joe - Sir 
Act/Scene, Page Costume Name Pieces Photo 
 Base Costume  A Tank 

 Black Socks 
 Black and 

grey 
spectators 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Ringmaster  Button up 
shirt 

 Black slacks 
 Bow Tie 
 Burgundy 

blazer  
 Straw 

boater hat  
1.4 – “Typical 
Girls” 

State of 
Undress 

As above, but 
MINUS 

 Blazer 
 Boater hat 
 Bowtie 
 Button up 

shirt 
 

 
1.4 – 
“Flashback” 

Ringmaster As above in 1.1 
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CARBONE, Emily – Texan / Reporter / Party Guest / Cherub / 
Makeup Artist 
Act/Scene, Page Costume 

Name 
Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance 
Tights 

 All-In-One 
 Dance Briefs 
 Character 

Shoes (own) 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Tan day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Navy coat 
 Reporter 

hat 
(worn over Texan 
Dress) 
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2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Black 
evening 
gown 

 Bracelets 
 Necklace 
 Earrings 

 
Note: During 
intermission, 
undergarment 
change to Black 
Bustier  

2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cherub  Black 
bustier 

 Fishnet 
stockings 

 Tulle bustle 
skirt 

 Heart 
headband 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Tan day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

Day hat 

 
2.8 – “Film Set” Makeup Artist TBD  
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CASTAGNA, Rita – Daisy Hilton 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance 
Tights 

 All-In-One 
 Black dance 

briefs 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Floral Day 
Dresses 

 Tan 
character 
shoes 

 Pink floral 
wrap 
dresses 

 
1.5 – 
“Courtroom” 

Floral Day 
Dresses Plus 
Hats and 
Gloves 

 Straw 
cloche hat 

 Crochet 
gloves 

 

1.7 – “Ready to 
Play” 

Gold Flapper  Gold flapper 
dress 

 Black 
character 
shoes 

 Black 
jewelry 

 
Note: Wig change 
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2.1 – “Stuck 
With You” 

Cutesy 
Hamptons 

 Yellow and 
blue dress 
(blue sash 
and tie) 

 Pearl 
jewelry 

 Blue straw 
hat 

 
Note: Wig change  

2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Evening Gown  Blue 
evening 
gown 

 Rhinestone 
jewelry 

 
2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Pink 
Performance 
Dress 

 Pink dress 
 Rhinestone 

jewelry 
 Tulle bustle 

skirt 
 Bridesmaid 

hat 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Skirt and 
Blouse 

 White 
brocade 
skirt 

 Blue blouse 
 Rhinestone 

jewelry 
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2.7 – “Dressing 
Room” 

Add Suit Jacket  Add white 
brocade suit 
jacket 

 
2.8 – 
“Wedding” 

Add 
Accessories 

 Add 
bouquet, 
poss. hat 

 

2.8 – “Film Set” Floral Day 
Dresses 

 As above in 
1.1 

 
Curtain Call Evening Gowns  As above in 

2.2 
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ERB, Baird – Roustabout, Sir’s Lawyer, Reporter, Party Guest, 
Cupid, Texan 
Act/Scene Costume Name Pieces Photo 
 BASE COSTUME  Tee Shirt 

 Black Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Roustabout  Shirt 
 Pants 
 Boots 
 Hat 
 Bandana 

(tied 
around 
wrist) 

 
1.5 - 
Courtroom 

Sir’s Lawyer  Button up 
shirt 

 Grey slacks 
 Tie 
 Plaid blazer 
 Two-tone 

shoes 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side 
Show” 

Roustabout  Shirt 
 Pants 
 Boots 
 Hat 
 Bandana 

(tied 
around 
wrist) 
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1.8 – The 
Interview 

Reporter  Trench coat 
 Hat 

 
2.2 – New 
Year’s Eve 

Party Guest  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 White vest 
 White 

bowtie 
 Tux Jacket 
 Character 

shoes (own) 

 
2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cupid  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 Pink vest 
 Pink bowtie 
 Pink gloves 
 Tux Coat 
 Top Hat 
 Character 

shoes (own) 

 

2.5 – Texas 
Centennial 

Texan  Shirt 
 Pants 
 Boots 
 Hat 
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FOX, Zöe – The Bearded Lady 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance Tights 
 All-In-One 
 Dance Briefs 
 Character Shoes (own) 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 White 
petticoat 

 Pink 
Petticoat 

 Purple 
Skirt 

 Blue Skirt 
 Yellow 

blouse 
 Black 

underbust 
corset 

 Bracelets 
 Necklace 
 Earrings 

 

1.4 – 
“Typical 
Girls” 

Backstage At 
The Side Show 

 Add black 
and pink 
shawl 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side 
Show” 

Performance 
Costume 

 As above in 
1.1 
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GARRIGAN, Abigail – Texan / Reporter / Party Guest / Cherub / 
Makeup Artist 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance 
Tights 

 All-In-One 
 Dance 

Briefs 
 Character 

Shoes (own) 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Red day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  White coat 
 Reporter 

hat 
 Scarf 

(worn over Texan 
Dress) 
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2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Black 
evening 
gown 

 Bracelets 
 Necklace 
 Earrings 

 
Note: During 
intermission, 
undergarment 
change to Black 
Bustier  

2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cherub  Black 
bustier 

 Fishnet 
stockings 

 Tulle bustle 
skirt 

 Heart 
headband  

2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Red day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
2.8 – “Film Set” Makeup Artist TBD  
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HABER, Collin – Texan / Doctor / Suitor / Ray / Cupid 
Act/Scene Costume Name Pieces Photo 
 Base Costume  Tee shirt 

 Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Button up 
 Slacks 
 Boots 
 Vest 
 Soft newsie 

cap 
 (add tie?) 

 
1.4 – 
“Flashback” 

Doctor  Doctor coat 
 Black 

gloves 
 Black boots 
 Mask 

 
1.7 – “Ready to 
Play” 

Ray (Suitor)  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Gold vest 
 Gold 

bowtie 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 

 
2.1  - “Stuck 
With You Part 
1” 

Ray (Stuck With 
You Rehearsal) 

 Pink striped 
button up 

 Khakis 
 Blue vest 
 Brown 

shoes 
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2.1 – “Stuck 
With You Part 
2” 

Ray (Stuck With 
You 
Performance) 

 As above, 
but ADD 

 Blue bowtie 
 Navy blazer 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Ray (Formal)  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 White vest 
 White 

bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 

 
2.4  - “One Plus 
One” 

Ray (One Plus 
One) 

 Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Pink vest 
 Pink bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 

 Pink gloves 
 Top hat 
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HAYES, Jordan – Texan / Reporter / Party Guest / Cherub / 
Makeup Artist 
Act/Scene, Page Costume 

Name 
Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance 
Tights 

 All-In-One 
 Dance Briefs 
 Character 

Shoes (own) 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Navy day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Cream coat 
 Reporter 

hat 
 Scarf 

(worn over Texan 
Dress) 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Black 
evening 
gown 

 Bracelets 
 Necklace 
 Earrings 
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2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cherub  Black 
bustier 

 Fishnet 
stockings 

 Tulle bustle 
skirt 

 Heart 
headband 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Navy day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
2.8 – “Film Set” Makeup Artist   
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HORNBY, William – Roustabout / Doctor / Reporter / Waiter / 
Cupid / Texan 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

 BASE 
COSTUME 

 Tee Shirt 
 Black Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At  The 
Freaks” 

Roustabout  Shirt 
 Slacks 
 Suspenders 
 Boots 
 Soft newsie 

cap 
 Bandana 

(tied around 
neck) 

 
1.4 – 
“Flashback” 

Doctor  Doctor coat 
 Black boots 
 Black gloves 
 Mask 

 

1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye to 
the Side Show” 

Roustabout  Shirt 
 Slacks 
 Suspenders 
 Boots 
 Soft newsie 

cap 
 Bandana 

(tied around 
neck)  
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1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Button up 
shirt 

 Tie 
 Brown coat 
 Hat 

(worn over 
Roustabout) 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Waiter  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 White vest 
 Black bowtie 
 Character 

shoes (own) 

 
2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cupid  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 Pink vest 
 Pink bowtie 
 Pink gloves 
 Tail coat 
 Top Hat 
 Character 

shoes (own)  

2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Shirt 
 Slacks 
 Suspenders 
 Boots 
 Soft newsie 

cap 
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JOSEPH, Alexa – Violet Hilton 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

   Dance Tights 
 All-In-One 
 Black dance 

briefs 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Floral Day 
Dresses 

 Tan 
character 
shoes 

 Pink floral 
wrap 
dresses 

 
1.5 – 
“Courtroom” 

Floral Day 
Dresses Plus 
Hats and 
Gloves 

 Straw cloche 
hat 

 Crochet 
gloves 

 

1.7 – “Ready 
to Play” 

Gold Flapper  Gold flapper 
dress 

 Black 
character 
shoes 

 Black 
jewelry 

 
2.1 – “Stuck 
With You” 

Cutesy 
Hamptons 

 Yellow and 
blue dress 
(pink sash 
and tie) 

 Pearl jewelry 
 Blue straw 

hat 
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2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Evening Gown  Blue evening 
gown 

 Rhinestone 
jewelry 

 
2.4 – “One 
Plus One” 

Pink 
Performance 
Dress 

 Pink dress 
 Rhinestone 

jewelry 
 Tulle bustle 

skirt 
 Veil 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Skirt and 
Blouse 

 White 
brocade skirt 

 Blue blouse 
 Rhinestone 

jewelry 

 

2.7 – 
“Dressing 
Room” 

Add Suit 
Jacket 

Add white brocade 
suit jacket 
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2.8 – 
“Wedding” 

Add 
Accessories 

Add bouquet, veil  

2.8 – “Film 
Set” 

Floral Day 
Dresses 

As above in 1.1 

 
Curtain Call Evening 

Gowns 
As above in 2.2 
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MELHUISH, Christian – Buddy Foster 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Tee shirt 
 Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Daywear  Button up 
 Brown 

slacks 
 Red tie 
 Tan vest 
 Brown 

jacket 
 Brown 

shoes 
 Hat 

 
1.4 – “Typical 
Girls” 

Daywear Plus 
Sir’s 
Accessories 

 As above, 
plus 
Canuso 
boater hat 
and 
bamboo 
cane 

 

1.7 – “Ready to 
Play” 

Suitor  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Gold vest 
 Gold 

bowtie 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 
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2.1 – “Stuck 
With You Part 
1” 

Rehearsal 
Costume 

 Blue 
striped 
button up 

 Khakis 
 Pink 

sweater 
 Brown 

shoes 

 
2.1 – “Stuck 
With You Part 
2” 

Performance 
Costume 

 As above, 
but ADD 

 Pink bowtie 
 Navy blazer 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Tailcoat  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 White vest 
 White 

bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 
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2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Vaudeville 
Wedding 

 Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Pink vest 
 Pink bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Pink gloves 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 

 Top hat 

 

2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Daywear  Button up 
 Brown 

slacks 
 Red tie 
 Tan vest 
 Brown 

jacket 
 Brown 

shoes 
 Hat 

 
2.7 – 
“Wedding 
Sequence” 

Tailcoat  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 White vest 
 White 

bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 
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MIKLES, Ryan – The Human Pin Cushion 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 Dance belt 
 Dance 

briefs 
 Blue pants 
 Jazz shoes 
 Various 

body 
jewelry 

 

 
1.3 – “Behind 
The Tent” 

Backstage At 
The Side Show 

 Add casual 
shirt 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side Show” 

Performance 
Costume 

 As above 
in 1.1 
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MOSS, Imani – The Fortune Teller 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 Dance 
tights 

 Dance 
briefs 

 Mic Pack 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 

 Cream 
blouse 

 Skirt 
 Belt 
 Jewelry 
 Turban 

headdress 
 

1.3 – Behind 
the Tent 

Backstage At 
The Side Show 

 Add gold 
shawl 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side 
Show” 

Performance 
Costume 

 As above in 
1.1 
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NGUYEN, Doreen – The Tattooed Girl 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 Cotton 
unitard 

 Tattooed 
body 
stocking 

 Black 
dance 
briefs 

 Faux fur 
belt 

 Gold 
beaded 
bra 

 
1.4 – “Typical 
Girls” 

Backstage At 
The Side Show 

 Add teal 
robe 

 

1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side 
Show” 

Performance 
Costume 

 Cotton 
unitard 

 Tattooed 
body 
stocking 

 Black 
dance 
briefs 

 Faux fur 
belt 

 Gold 
beaded 
bra 
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NONG, Francesca – Texan / Reporter / Party Guest / Cherub / 
Makeup Artist 
Act/Scene, Page Costume 

Name 
Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance 
Tights 

 All-In-One 
 Dance 

Briefs 
 Character 

Shoes (own) 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Floral day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Navy coat 
 Reporter 

hat 
 Scarf 

(worn over Texan 
Dress) 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Black 
evening 
gown 

 Bracelets 
 Necklace 
 Earrings 
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2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cherub  Black 
bustier 

 Fishnet 
stockings 

 Tulle bustle 
skirt 

 Heart 
headband 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Floral day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
2.8 – “Film Set” Makeup Artist TBD  
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RAYAN, Zummy – Roustabout / Harry Houdini / Suitor / Party Guest / 
Cupid / Texan 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

 BASE 
COSTUME 

 Tee Shirt 
 Black Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At  The 
Freaks” 

Roustabout  Boots 
 Button up 
 Overalls 
 Soft newsie 

cap 
 Bandana 

(tied around 
wrist)  

1.4 – 
“Flashback” 

Houdini 
Underwear 

 Cream 
boxers 

 Undershirt 
(button up) 

 
1.6 – Flashback Houdini 

Tuxedo 
 Tuxedo 

jumpsuit 
(front 
zipper) 

 Tail coat 
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1.7 – “Ready To 
Play” 

Suitor  Tuxedo 
jumpsuit 

 Gold vest 
 Gold bowtie 
 Character 

shoes (own) 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Tuxedo 
jumpsuit 

 White vest 
 White 

bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Character 

shoes (own) 
 

2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cupid  Tuxedo 
jumpsuit 

 Pink vest 
 Pink bowtie 
 Pink gloves 
 Tail coat 
 Top Hat 
 Character 

shoes (own)  
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Slacks 
 Button up 
 Blazer 
 Tie 
 Hat 
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REDMON, Darius - Jake 
Act/Scene, Page Costume 

Name 
Pieces Photo 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Cannibal King  Black shorts 
 Raffia skirt 
 Belt w/ fabric 

swags 
 Necklace 
 Headdress 

(barefoot in this 
scene) 

 
1.3 – “Behind 
The Tent” 

Daywear 
Level 1 

 Undershirt 
 Socks 
 Tan slacks w/ 

suspenders 
 Button up 

shirt (sleeves 
rolled up) 

 Shoes 

 
1.5 – 
“Courtroom” 

Daywear 
Level 3 

 Button up 
shirt 

 Tan slacks 
 Black vest 
 Rust tie 
 Brown shoes 
 Tan jacket 
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1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Daywear 
Level 2 

 Button up 
shirt 

 Tan slacks 
 Black vest 
 Rust tie 
 Brown shoes 

 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Tuxedo  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Black 

cummerbund 
 White bowtie 
 Tux jacket 
 Character 

shoes (own) 
 

2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Daywear 
Level 2 

 Button up 
shirt 

 Tan slacks 
 Black vest 
 Rust tie 
 Brown shoes 

 

 
2.6 – “The 
Attractions 
Return 

Tuxedo  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Black 

cummerbund 
 White bowtie 
 Tux jacket 
 Character 

shoes (own)  
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ROBINSON, Alana – Texan / Reporter / Party Guest / Cherub / 
Makeup Artist 
Act/Scene, Page Costume 

Name 
Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Dance 
Tights 

 All-In-One 
 Dance Briefs 
 Character 

Shoes (own) 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Navy day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Navy coat 
 Reporter 

hat 
 Scarf 

(worn over Texan 
Dress) 

 

2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Black 
evening 
gown 

 Bracelets 
 Necklace 
 Earrings 
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2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cherub  Black 
bustier 

 Fishnet 
stockings 

 Tulle bustle 
skirt 

 Heart 
headband 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Navy day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
2.8 – “Film Set” Makeup Artist TBD  
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SANDERS, Cassidy – The Venus de Milo 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 Dance 
leggings 

 Gold dance 
briefs 

 Costume 
body suit 

 Cape 
(Note: barefoot 
on stage. Actress 
bringing in 
slippers for 
backstage)  

1.3 – “Behind 
The Tent” 

Backstage At 
The Side Show 

 As above, 
but robe 
instead of 
cape 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side 
Show” 

Performance 
Costume 

 As above in 
1.1 
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SHIELDS, Skyler – Terry Connors 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Tee shirt 
 Black socks 
 Mic pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Daywear  White button 
up 

 Grey slacks 
 Grey vest 
 Blue tie 
 Grey jacket 
 Two-tone 

shoes 
 Hat 
 Cuff links  

2.1 – “Stuck 
With You” 

Daywear 
Level 2 

 White button 
up 

 Grey slacks 
 Grey vest 
 Blue tie 
 Two-tone 

shoes 
 Cuff links 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Tuxedo  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Black 

cummerbund 
 Black bow tie 
 Tux jacket 
 Character 

shoes (own)  
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2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Daywear 
Level 2 

 White button 
up 

 Grey slacks 
 Grey vest 
 Blue tie 
 Two-tone 

shoes 
 Cuff links 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Daywear  White button 
up 

 Grey slacks 
 Grey vest 
 Blue tie 
 Grey jacket 
 Two-tone 

shoes 
 Hat 
 Cuff links 

 
2.7 – “Wedding 
Sequence” 

Tuxedo  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 Black 

cummerbund 
 Black bow tie 
 Tux jacket 
 Character 

shoes (own) 
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THOMPSON, Kodiak – Roustabout / Doctor / Suitor / Party Guest 
/ Cupid / Texan 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

 BASE 
COSTUME 

 Tee Shirt 
 Black Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At  The 
Freaks” 

Roustabout  Boots 
 Orange 

shirt 
 Overalls 
 Soft newsie 

cap 
 Bandana 

(tied 
around 
neck)  

1.4 – 
“Flashback” 

Doctor  Doctor coat 
 Black boots 
 Black 

gloves 
 Mask 

 
1.7 – “Ready To 
Play” 

Suitor  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 Gold vest 
 Gold 

bowtie 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 
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2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 White vest 
 White 

bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 

 
2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cupid  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 Pink vest 
 Pink bowtie 
 Pink gloves 
 Tail coat 
 Top Hat 
 Character 

shoes 
(own) 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Boots 
 Orange 

shirt 
 Overalls 
 Soft newsie 

cap 
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VAVRIK, JJ – The Three Legged Man / Judge / Reporter / Waiter / Camera Man / 
Tod Browning 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

 Base Costume  Tee shirt 
 Bike shorts 
 Mic pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Three Legged 
Man 

 Knee socks 
 Blue check 

shirt 
 Leg harness 
 Lederhosen 
 Boots 
 Vest 
 Hat 

 
1.4 – 
“Flashback” 

Judge  Judge robe 
 Wig 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side Show” 

Three Legged 
Man 

 Knee socks 
 Blue check 

shirt 
 Leg harness 
 Lederhosen 
 Boots 
 Vest 
 Hat 
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1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Trench coat 
 Black pants 
 Hat 
 Tie 

 
1.8 – “Who Will 
Love Me As I 
Am?” 

Three Legged 
Man 

 Knee socks 
 Blue check 

shirt 
 Leg harness 
 Lederhosen 
 Boots 
 Vest 
 Hat 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Waiter  Tux shirt 
 Tux pants 
 White vest 
 Black bowtie 
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2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Camera Man  Button up 
(sleeves 
rolled up) 

 Grey slacks 
 Bow tie 
 Brown vest 
 Grey soft hat 

 
2.7 – “Wedding 
Sequence 
Backstage” 

Tod Browning  White 
button up 

 Grey slacks 
 Red ascot 
 Blazer 
 Beret 
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WEIS, Quin – Roustabout / Doctor / Reporter / Party Guest / 
Cupid / Texan 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume 
Name 

Pieces Photo 

 BASE 
COSTUME 

 Tee Shirt 
 Black Socks 
 Mic Pack 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At  The 
Freaks” 

Roustabout  Boots 
 Brown 

slacks 
 Striped 

button up 
 Suspenders 
 Bandana 

(tied around 
neck) 

 Hat 
 

1.4 – 
“Flashback” 

Doctor  Doctor coat 
 Black boots 
 Black gloves 
 Mask 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye to 
the Side Show” 

Roustabout  Boots 
 Brown 

slacks 
 Striped 

button up 
 Suspenders 
 Bandana 

(tied around 
neck)  
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1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Tan coat 
 Hat 
 Necktie 

(worn above 
Roustabout) 

 
2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 White vest 
 White 

bowtie 
 Tail coat 
 Character 

shoes (own)  
2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cupid  Tux pants 
 Tux shirt 
 Pink vest 
 Pink bowtie 
 Pink gloves 
 Tail coat 
 Top Hat 
 Character 

shoes (own)  

2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Boots 
 Brown 

slacks 
 Striped 

button up 
 Suspenders 
 Hat 
 Vest?  
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WILKINSON, Shelby – Texan / Reporter / Party Guest / Cherub / 
Makeup Artist 
Act/Scene, Page Costume  Pieces Photo 
 Base Costume  Dance 

Tights 
 All-In-One 
 Dance 

Briefs 
 Character 

Shoes (own) 

 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Texan  Red day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
1.8 – “The 
Interview” 

Reporter  Cream coat 
 Reporter 

hat 
 Scarf 

(worn over Texan 
Dress) 
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2.2 – “New 
Years Eve” 

Party Guest  Black 
evening 
gown 

 Bracelets 
 Necklace 
 Earrings 

 

 
2.4 – “One Plus 
One” 

Cherub  Black 
bustier 

 Fishnet 
stockings 

 Tulle bustle 
skirt 

 Heart 
headband 

 
2.5 – “Texas 
Centennial” 

Texan  Red day 
dress 

 White net 
gloves 

 Day hat 

 
2.8 – “Film Set” Makeup Artist   
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WILLIAMS, Stewart – The Geek 
Act/Scene, 
Page 

Costume Name Pieces Photo 

1.1 – “Come 
Look At The 
Freaks” 

Performance 
Costume 

 Tee shirt 
 Hunchback 

padding 
shirt 

 Black socks 
 Tux shirt 
 Striped 

slacks 
 Black shoes 
 Red vest 
 Bow tie  

1.3 – “Behind 
The Tent” 

Backstage At 
The Side Show 

 As above, 
but add 
apron 

 
1.6 – “Say 
Goodbye To 
The Side 
Show” 

Performance 
Costume 

 As above in 
1.1 
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APPENDIX G 

PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK GAVIN 
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